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We’re delighted you are considering 
embarking on the next stage of your 
education journey with us.

Our role is to give you the knowledge 
and skills so that you can achieve your 
goals – whatever they may be. Our 
courses will equip you for success in an 
increasingly globalised world, where 
knowledge is the universal currency.

We offer an experience-rich 
curriculum, which in partnership with 
industry we continue to evolve to suit 
employer demands, ensuring that we 
can propel you into the workplace, 
ready to change the world. Whether 
studying remotely or on campus, all 
our students are equal and valued 
members of our diverse community.

UWA is an inclusive and multicultural
community that embraces and values  
a diversity of backgrounds.

You’ll find your time here thought-
provoking and stimulating, and when 
you leave UWA you’ll have made 
lifelong friends, precious memories, 
and have a sense of purpose and 
enquiry that will empower you to make 
a difference.

We look forward to you joining our 
community and supporting you in 
shaping your future career goals.

Welcome to 
our community

The University of Western Australia acknowledges that its campuses are situated on Noongar land 
and that Noongar people remain the spiritual and cultural custodians of their land and continue to 
practise their values, languages, beliefs and knowledge. 

Professor Amit Chakma
Vice-Chancellor
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Our global reputation
Our industry connections, innovative courses, commitment to our 
student experience and high-impact research place us as a world 
top 100 university – the only one in WA.
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See a full list of our rankings at 
uwa.edu.au/rankings-reputation

RANKED IN THE WORLD'S  
TOP 100 UNIVERSITIES  
(QS RANKINGS 2023)

4,500 GLOBAL INDUSTRY 
PARTNERSHIPS

#1
UNIVERSITY FOR GRADUATE 
EMPLOYABILITY IN WA  
(QS GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY RANKING 2022)

AWARD-WINNING TEACHERS  
(AUSTRALIAN AWARDS FOR UNIVERSITY 
TEACHING 2020)

TEACHING QUALITY,
STUDENT DEMAND
AND STUDENT TEACHER RATIO 
(GOOD UNIVERSITIES GUIDE 2021)

RANKED IN THE WORLD'S 
TOP 50 FOR:

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
EARTH AND MARINE SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
(QS WUR BY SUBJECT 2022)

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
CLINICAL MEDICINE
MINING AND MINERAL 
ENGINEERING
(ARWU 2021)
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A vibrant 
  campus

Featuring expansive green spaces, cafés and 
shops, as well as a multitude of modern teaching 
and research facilities, our campus provides you 
with a world-class learning environment.

See the campus for yourself through our online 
virtual tour: uwa.edu.au/360-campus-tour/

UWA’s main campus is located on the picturesque 
banks of the Swan River (Derbarl Yerrigan), just 
minutes from Perth City. 

1 

KINGS PARK (1KM)  
15 MIN WALK

2

3

UWA’s Albany Centre
Located five hours’ drive from Perth, the Albany Centre 
offers students a high-tech learning environment.  
Here you can experience all that regional Western 
Australia has to offer while studying at university.

uwa.edu.au/albany

UWA RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES

COTTESLOE BEACH (6KM) 
10 MIN DRIVE

1. UWA HEALTH CAMPUS

Specialist teaching and learning facilities for health and medical students.

2. EZONE UWA BUILDING

World-class learning space for engineering and mathematical 
science students.

3. REID LIBRARY

Extensive study spaces and convenient facilities at the heart of the 
Crawley campus.

6 The University of Western Australia | uwa.edu.au/study
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PERTH CBD (5KM)  
UNDER 10 MIN DRIVE 
15 MIN BIKE RIDE (DESIGNATED PATHS)

4

5
6

7

PERTH AIRPORT (22KM) 
30 MIN DRIVE

UWA CAMPUS

5. MATILDA BAY

Popular social gathering spot right opposite the UWA campus.

6. BILYA MARLEE

An Indigenous knowledge gateway housing the School of Indigenous 
Studies.

4. BAYLISS BUILDING

Thriving centre for world-class research and teaching, with advanced labs 
on every level.

7. BUSINESS SCHOOL

One of the premier business schools in the Asia-Pacific region offering a 
world-class trading room and training facility for students.
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WA’s #1 university for graduate employability* will help you 
successfully navigate your career journey

Bloom WA
A creative lab to turn your big 
business or community ideas into 
a startup, all credited towards 
your degree. 

Volunteering
Make an impact and get involved, 
developing skills and experience 
that stand out on your résumé and 
final transcript. 

World-class Learning 
Learn at the cutting-edge of 
knowledge from passionate and 
inspirational academics with 
real industry experience and 
connections.

Jobs Board
Job listings and alerts from a wide 
range of employers for full-time and 
part-time positions, internships, 
scholarships, volunteering and more.

UWA Innovation Academy
Work with real companies to tackle the 
biggest challenges facing business, 
governments and society today.

Career and Employability Award 
Practical real-world experiences, 
skills and knowledge to guide you on 
an enriching career journey.

Work Integrated Learning (WIL) 
Gain industry knowledge, develop 
career-ready skills, and network with 
industry professionals as part of your 
course or as a co-curricular activity.

McCusker Centre for Citizenship 
An award-winning internship 
program, making a difference in 
our communities locally, nationally 
and globally.

Get career-ready  
 with a UWA degree

Practicums and Field Trips
Practical units with workplace and 
fieldwork placements across WA, 
Australia and even overseas. 

*(QS GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY RANKING 2022)

Getting a job at the end of your degree will likely be your top priority. At UWA, we’ve 
made it our top priority too, offering a wide range of degrees and programs to help 
you stand out in the job market and increase your employability. All our degrees 
include the option to take internships or Work Integrated Learning units, and, along 
with mentoring and volunteering opportunities, these can enhance your standing in 
your future employers’ eyes. 
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More than 160 Student Clubs and Societies
Attend social, professional-development 
and networking events, and take on 
leadership and management roles to 
develop your skills.

Careers Centre
Understand and engage with your chosen 
industry, enhance your employability 
skills, find work and internships, and nail 
your résumé and interview.

To find out more about how we can 
prepare you for your dream career, from 
first job to long-term goals, visit 
uwa.edu.au/graduate-career-ready

MENTORSHIP + GUIDANCE 
From the day you arrive at UWA to after you’ve 
graduated, we’re here to provide all the help and 
guidance you need. Our academic staff, career 
advisers and industry experts combine their 
collective wisdom to help identify opportunities 
specific to you. With their resources – and your 
resolve – you can begin to create a robust plan to 
get set for your future career.

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE 
We’ll get you moving in the right direction, helping 
you gain tangible and hands-on experience in 
your chosen area, and ensuring you hit the ground 
running with future-based skills that will make you 
stand out from the competition.

NETWORKING 
“It’s not just what you know, it’s who you know.”  
It may be an old saying, but it’s as relevant today as 
ever before. At UWA, we can facilitate access to a 
network of like-minded and professional contacts 
from across the world. And by leveraging our 
extensive industry connections, you’ll get more 
than just a foot in the door.

Career Mentor Link
Be matched with professionals and 
get insider industry knowledge from 
people with real career experience.

99
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Events 
Enjoy fun social events, industry 
networking, workshops and more.

Extracurricular courses and 
programs 
Learn skills and advance your career 
through free courses and access to our 
industry partners.

Food and drink 
There’s a range of cafés and food outlets 
on campus and in the neighbourhood.

Student life
UWA is more than a university – it’s your 
community, with places to eat, drink and 
shop, stay active, discover incredible art 
and relax.

Accommodation  
UWA accommodation is an easy walk to 
uni, cafés and shops, and a short bus ride 
to the city and beaches.

Arts and culture  
Visit our on-campus art gallery, explore 
museums and enjoy live music.
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Libraries 
Our many libraries feature high-tech 
facilities, learning spaces and virtual 
assistance options. 

Postgraduate Students' Association 
(PSA)

The PSA represents postgraduate 
students on campus as well as holding a 
number of events throughout the year 
including Research Week, Careers Week, 
sundownders, cocktail parties, afternoon 
teas, a quiz night and a sports day.

uwastudentguild.com/psa

Spirituality and faith 
UWA welcomes students with diverse 
cultural and spiritual backgrounds.

Sport and fitness 
Get active with our state-of-the-art gym, 
swimming pool, fitness courses, social 
sports and more.

Student clubs and societies 
Share your passion or try something new at 
one of more than 160 clubs and societies.

Volunteering 
Support a cause, organisation, charity or 
group, on or off campus.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life
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“Words can’t explain how amazing 
exchange was. It was a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity and extremely 
rewarding to meet so many new 
people who will be friends for life.” 
ELLEN  
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT  
BURLINGTON, UNITED STATES

Study Abroad program
Student Exchange and 

Explore the world without 
taking a gap year or time out 
from your degree. 

uwa.edu.au/study/global

150+ STUDENT-EXCHANGE 
PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

30 COUNTRIES TO EXPLORE 
ACROSS FIVE CONTINENTS

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
AVAILABLE

TRAVEL THE WORLD WHILE 
YOU STUDY

ENHANCE YOUR 
EMPLOYABILITY

MAKE LIFELONG FRIENDS

INCREASE YOUR 
INDEPENDENCE AND 
CONFIDENCE

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN A 
NEW CULTURE

CHOOSE YOUR OWN 
EXPERIENCE, FROM TWO 
WEEKS TO A YEAR
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UNITED STATES
Boston College 
Indiana University 
Iowa State University 
Kansas State University 
Montana State University 
North Carolina State University 
Pacific University 
Purdue University 
State University of New York at 
Brockport 
University of Alabama at 
Birmingham 
University of Denver  
University of Illinois at  
Urbana-Champaign 
University of Maryland 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst
University of New Mexico 
University of Notre Dame  
du Lac 
University of Rochester 
University of South Dakota 
University of Texas at Austin 
University of Vermont 
University of West Alabama 

AUSTRIA
University of Vienna
Vienna University of Economics 
and Business Administration

BELGIUM
Catholic University of Leuven

BRAZIL
Pontifícia Universidade Católica 
do Paraná - PUCPR

CANADA
Dalhousie University
HEC Montréal
McGill University
McMaster University
Queen’s University
Simon Fraser University
University of Alberta 
University of British Columbia 
University of Calgary 
Université of Montréal
University of Ottawa 
University of Toronto 
University of Waterloo 
Western University

CHILE
Pontificia Universidad Católica 
de Chile

CHINA, PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC 
OF
Beijing Language and Culture 
University
Fudan University 
Nanjing University 
Peking University 
Renmin University
Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
Tsinghua University 
University of Science and 
Technology China 
Xi’an Jiaotong University
Zhejiang University

DENMARK
Åarhus University 
Copenhagen Business School 
Technical University of Denmark 
University of Copenhagen

FINLAND
Aalto University 
University of Helsinki

FRANCE
Burgundy School of Business 
ESSEC Business School 
Grenoble Alpes University  
Jean Moulin University Lyon 3 
Sciences Po Lille 
Sciences Po Paris 
New Sorbonne University 
Paris 3
National School of Architecture 
of Montpellier
University Sorbonne 
University of Strasbourg 

GERMANY
Albert-Ludwigs University of 
Freiburg
Eberhard-Karls University of 
Tübingen
Free University of Berlin 
Heinrich Heine University 
Düsseldorf 
Humbolt University of Berlin 
Ludwig Maximilian University 
of Munich 
RWTH Aachen
University of Stuttgart 
WHU Otto Beisheim School of 
Management

HONG KONG
The Chinese University of  
Hong Kong 
University of Hong Kong 

IRELAND
Trinity College Dublin
University College Dublin

ISRAEL
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

ITALY
Bocconi University 
Catholic University of the 
Sacred Heart 
Polytechnic University of Milan 

JAPAN
Akita International University
Chuo University 
Kansai Gaidai University
Kobe University 
Kwansei Gakuin University 
Nagoya University 
Okayama University 
Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific 
University 
Ritsumeikan University Kyoto
Sophia University 
Waseda University

MEXICO
Ibero-American University

NETHERLANDS
Leiden University 
Maastricht University 
University College Maastricht 
Utrecht University 
University of Groningen
Vrije University

NEW ZEALAND
University of Otago 

NORWAY
Norwegian School of 
Economics and Business 
Administration
Norwegian University of 
Life Sciences 
Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology 
University of Bergen 
University of Oslo 
University of Stavanger

RÉUNION
National School of Architecture 
of Montpellier

SINGAPORE
Nanyang Technological 
University 
National University of Singapore 
Singapore Management  
University

SOUTH KOREA
Korea University 
Seoul National University 
Sogang University 
Sungkyunkwan University 
Yonsei University

SPAIN
Autonomous University of 
Barcelona 
Comillas Pontifical University

SWEDEN
Lund University 
Stockholm University
Swedish University of 
Agricultural Sciences 
Uppsala University

SWITZERLAND
University of St Gallen 
University of Zurich

THAILAND
Chulalongkorn University

UNITED KINGDOM
Bader International Study 
Centre (Queen’s University) 
Cardiff University 
Durham University 
Manchester Business School
Queen Mary University of 
London 
Royal Holloway University of 
London
University College London 
University of Aberdeen 
University of Bath 
University of Bristol 
University of Essex 
University of Exeter 
University of Glasgow 
University of Leeds 
University of Liverpool 
University of Manchester 
University of Nottingham 
University of Sheffield 
University of Southampton 
University of Sussex 
University of York

URUGUAY 
Universidad de Montevideo

Our partner universities
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Support
Disability support
Perform at your academic best with support for any disability, 
whether a physical or mental health condition. UWA can help, 
no matter if your condition is ongoing, temporary or episodic.

Health and wellbeing 
Confidential medical, welfare and mental-health support with 
a variety of specialist services and a pharmacy on campus. If 
you're looking for a doctor or GP, there's a Medical Centre 
on campus, as well as counsellors, mental health nurses, 
psychologists, physiotherapists and more. 

Mental health
If you're feeling worried, stressed or upset, reach out for 
support by dropping into The Living Room for a chat. You 
don't need to make an appointment - there's always someone 
available to listen and help.

Safety 
A security team is on campus 24/7 and is available to walk you 
to your car, bus stop or UWA accommodation after hours. 

Preparing and planning
Career support 
Personalised career advice, industry mentoring, online 
resources, networking events, workshops and more. 

Childcare services 
Available for children aged six weeks to five years,  
plus after school and vacation care for primary  
school-aged children. 

uwa.edu.au/students

You’ll have plenty of support and help 
when you get to UWA. Here are just a 
few of the services we offer.

Support services

Uni life
Getting started
Take part in orientation activities, receive mentoring from 
an experienced student (UniMentor) and support from the 
UWA team to help you settle into university life. 

Course advice 
Advice on study plans, enrolment, scholarships, studying 
abroad, extracurricular activities and more.

Academic support
One-on-one support, study skills workshops 
(STUDYSmarter), extensive online resources and more. 

International student support 
Our dedicated support services will help you settle into 
Western Australia and UWA life. 

UWA Student Guild 
Run by students, for students, to make sure you have the 
best university experience possible.

1515
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UWA Residential Colleges
Make the most of your time at UWA and enjoy an amazing, 
fully inclusive lifestyle. Our five residential colleges are 
located directly opposite UWA, so you can sleep in and still 
make it to class on time!

As well as your own secure, fully furnished room, you’ll get:

• meals (depending on college/room type), cleaning, 
utilities, internet and more included in your fees

•  an action-packed calendar of events, activities and 
programs

•  plenty of spaces in which to study, relax or be active
• an extensive range of personal and career 

development opportunities
•  24/7 support, whether you need help with study or just 

someone to talk to
• lifelong friends from all over the world

How to apply
1.  Research the UWA residential college accommodation 

websites to decide which suits you best.

2.  Apply online at livingoncampus.uwa.edu.au (you'll 
be asked to rank the colleges in order of your personal 
preference).

3.  You’ll be contacted directly by your first-preference 
college within two weeks.

Applications open approximately 12 months in advance. 
We recommend applying as early as possible  – you don’t 
have to wait until you receive an offer from UWA.

Find out more: uwa.edu.au/colleges
Apply now: livingoncampus.uwa.edu.au
Contact us: residentialcolleges@uwa.edu.au
Fees: uwa.edu.au/study/live-on-campus/fees

Overview of 2022 Residential College fees and charges1

  Weekly Fee (AUD) Room Type Meals Included

St Catherine’s College $450 Premium Single Room 21 meals per week

St George’s College $448 All Room Types 21 meals per week

St Thomas More College $430 Standard Room 16 meals per week

Trinity Residential College $445 Standard Room 21 meals per week

UniHall $350 Standard Room 14 meals per week

1 The fees overview should be read in conjunction with each college’s fee schedule. Prices quoted are based on 2022 standard single-room rates; 
additional room types are available. Weekly fees vary depending on the room type, length of stay and additional inclusions.

There are many options for quality accommodation 
close to the UWA campus. Explore a range of options, all 
located within close proximity to the campus, cafés, shops 
and the city.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/accommodation

Accommodation  
at UWA

16 The University of Western Australia | uwa.edu.au/study
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UWA Accommodation
The UWA Accommodation Office can provide advice 
and information in regards to finding long and short-
term accommodation both on and off campus.

uwa.edu.au/accommodation 
accommodation@uwa.edu.au 
+61 8 9488 0500

Prefer to live more independently? UWA owns a 
range of apartments, units and houses a short walk 
from campus.

Perfect for postgraduate students, as well as 
students with families, they're part-furnished, and 
maintained by UWA’s property management team. 
Rental contracts run for six or 12 months with the 
option to renew and stay longer.

As a guide, the rent for an unfurnished one or two-
bedroom unit close to UWA is AUD$265-$500 
per week (plus ongoing costs such as power, water, 
telephone and food).

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/
accommodation/crawley-village-housing

Perth city student 
accommodation
Campus Perth and The Boulevard (by Yugo) are 
student accommodation properties endorsed by 
UWA. Both are located in the social and cultural 
hub of Northbridge, close to public transport 
for easy access to UWA. Shared and single room 
options are available; rates start from AUD$150  
per week*.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/
accommodation/cbd-accommodation

Living off campus

S T  T H O M A S  M O R E  C O L L E G E
S T M C . U W A . E D U . A U 

S T  C A T H E R I N E ’ S  C O L L E G E S T  G E O R G E ’ S  C O L L E G E
S T C A T H E R I N E S . U W A . E D U . A U S T G C . U W A . E D U . A U

U N I V E R S I T Y  H A L L
U N I H A L L . U W A . E D U . A U 

T R I N I T Y  R E S I D E N T I A L  C O L L E G E 
T R C . U W A . E D U . A U 

*Based on 2021 Campus Perth rates, subject to room type and availability.
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MICRO-CREDENTIALS
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
GRADUATE DIPLOMA

YOU WANT TO EXPAND OR UPDATE  
YOUR INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
GRADUATE DIPLOMA
MASTER’S

YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON A SPECIALISED  
AREA OR CHANGE CAREERS

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
MASTER’S
DOCTORATE

YOU WANT TO GAIN A 
PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

MASTER’S BY RESEARCH
HIGHER DEGREE BY RESEARCH 
DOCTORATE

YOU WANT TO CONTRIBUTE  
TO SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE

At UWA, you’ll graduate with the experience, knowledge 
and ability you’ll need to achieve your goals. 

You’ll also widen your employment prospects by growing 
your level of expertise and making valuable connections 
with industry professionals.

Postgraduate studies at UWA 
Seek industry insights
Our strong industry partnerships provide you with 
valuable exposure and contacts even before you graduate. 

Seek passionate and engaged mentors
You’ll be taught by world-leading experts who want you to 
get involved in their research. 

Seek hands-on, practical experience
You’ll get out of the classroom and into the field (sometimes 
it’s an actual field), gaining practical research experience. 

Seek something more
You’ll graduate with a higher level of skills and knowledge, 
making you more attractive to employers.

A postgraduate degree is a great way to 
elevate the next stage of your career – 
whether you want to change direction 
completely, expand your skillset or already 
have a specialist subject in mind.
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MICRO-CREDENTIALS 
Our micro-credentials focus on developing skills that 
are in high demand by employers and industry. Whether 
you want to upskill or reskill, you’ll have the flexibility to 
pick and choose what works for you. Complete a one-off 
course or combine multiple micro-credentials to use as 
academic credit towards a postgraduate course – the 
choice is yours. uwa.edu.au/study/uwa-plus

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE (AQF level 8)
These short courses usually take six months to complete 
full time, or the equivalent in part-time study. They give 
you fundamental knowledge for a specific discipline, 
making them ideal for developing an existing skillset or 
getting started with an entirely new one. If you haven’t 
already completed a degree but have professional 
experience, a graduate certificate can be a great option, 
and you can use one as a standalone qualification or as a 
possible stepping stone to a graduate diploma and/or a 
master’s degree.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA (AQF level 8) 
Usually taking a year full time (or part-time equivalent), 
these build on what you learn in a graduate certificate, 
with more in-depth knowledge. They are a good option 
if you’d like to return to study but don’t have the time 
required for a master’s degree. Your graduate diploma 
can be used as a qualification by itself, or can lead into a 
master’s at a later date.

MASTER’S (AQF level 9)
For advancing your career prospects and standing out 
in your chosen profession, a master’s degree is perfect. 
Normally running 1.5 to two years full time (or part-time 
equivalent), they are highly regarded by employers for 
the high level of specialised industry knowledge and skills 
they give you. 

Depending on the course you choose, the course type 
may include one or more of the options below: 
• Coursework: you’ll take units involving class 

attendance, readings, assignments and exams, similar 
to undergraduate studies but at an advanced level.

• Coursework and dissertation: your course will 
include both coursework and research (up to 66.6%) 
components.

• Thesis and coursework: your course will include both 
research (more than 66.6%, but less than 100%) and 
coursework components.

• Research: your course will include a supervised 
research component.

HIGHER DEGREE BY RESEARCH: 
MASTER’S AND PHD (AQF level 9 or 10)
If you enjoy working independently and have a specific 
interest in a topic that you’d like to rigorously explore, 
embarking on a higher degree by research could be for 
you. You should be curious, driven and naturally drawn 
to a deep intellectual challenge. Your unique creativity 
and critical thinking will help you contribute original 
scholarship to a topic, and you’ll be closely mentored by a  
supervisor throughout your candidature.

DOCTORATE (AQF level 10)
A professional doctorate is ideal if you enjoy research and 
want to contribute to the knowledge base of your chosen 
profession. It’s a pinnacle of expertise – one of the highest 
qualifications you can achieve – and usually takes three to 
four years full time (or part-time equivalent).

RESEARCH VS COURSEWORK

Coursework degrees follow a set pattern 
of learning, making them perfect if you’re 
looking for a structured way to pick up 
the skills you’re looking for. But if you’re 
keen to follow a more independent path to 
knowledge, our higher degree by research 
(HDR) programs are for you. UWA is one of 
Australia’s top research-intensive universities, 
and our research degrees offer a unique 
opportunity to explore your passion or 
follow your interest, while learning alongside 
globally renowned experts.
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Study areas

Business and Commerce
Develop your business acumen, grow expert knowledge, 
work on real business case studies, undertake internships 
and practical projects to prepare you for a fulfilling career 
in industry, government or not-for-profit sectors. 

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/business-commerce

Architecture, Design 
and Planning
Study architecture, design and planning to create cities, 
cultures and communities for a sustainable future. In this 
field, creative and strategic thinking come together.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/architecture-design-planning

Agricultural, Environmental 
and Biological Sciences
Advances in technology and science are transforming 
our world at an incredible pace. Take up study in this 
field to tackle local, regional and global issues from the 
environmental impacts of climate change and sustainably 
managing natural resources, to providing food and 
water security.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/agricultural-environmental-
biological-sciences
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Education
Ignite your passion to teach and inspire a love of learning 
in others. Qualify for a highly rewarding career as an 
educator or explore the options for experienced teachers, 
policymakers and leaders who seek to deepen their 
knowledge, contribute to the profession and advance 
their career.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/education

Data and Computer Science
Through interpreting the data and computer science 
behind technological advances, you can help create and 
develop methods to improve everyday lives. Gain the 
knowledge and expertise needed for an exciting career in 
the world of information and technology.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/data-computer-science

Engineering
Engineering is a force with which you can create profound 
change and improvement in society. Through study in this 
area, you'll be empowered to tackle worldwide challenges 
and make an impact through engineering innovation. 
Embark on an engineering pathway and gain the skills 
needed to meet future global needs – from creating 
some of the biggest buildings, to designing minuscule 
electronic devices.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/engineering
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Health and Biomedical 
Sciences
If you’re passionate about advancing the health and 
wellbeing of communities, join a university that plays an 
important role in delivering knowledge and discoveries to 
guarantee our healthy futures.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/health-biomedical-sciences

Law
Discover the power of legal thinking and learn with others 
who share your passion for justice and upholding the rule 
of law. Start your journey towards a successful career in 
law and join an international community of remarkable 
UWA law graduates and global leaders.  

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/law

Humanities and Social 
Sciences
By studying Humanities and Social Sciences, you’ll gain 
a critical understanding of how society shapes, and is 
shaped by, culture, politics, geography, economics, 
media, history, language, the environment and more. 
You'll develop the knowledge and skills to define complex 
problems, and identify and design solutions, while being 
supported in your passion to drive and implement change.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/humanities-social-sciences
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Music and Fine Arts
Release your full creative potential and set yourself up for 
a future fuelled by imagination and innovation. Whether 
you see yourself as a performer, critic, director or other 
artistic professional, immerse yourself in your area of 
expertise and become part of the creative economy.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/music-fine-arts

Psychology
Psychology is a fascinating and diverse area of study 
that explores the human experience and touches 
upon many aspects of daily life. It seeks to answer 
questions about how and why we behave the way we do. 
A degree in psychology will help you develop a scientific 
understanding of human thoughts and behaviours, the 
processes underlying these and the relationship of these 
processes to the brain.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/psychology

Mathematics, Molecular 
and Physical Sciences
Physical Sciences aim to uncover the underlying laws of 
nature – often written in the language of mathematics. 
Delve into areas like biotechnology, geoscience, physics, 
oceanography and more to understand the world we live 
in and help advance humanity.

uwa.edu.au/study/areas/physical-sciences-
mathematics
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POSTGRADUATE 

Agricultural, Environmental and Biological Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Agricultural Economics
Study a globally relevant economics degree that focuses on analysis of 
production, consumption, and trade issues in the global food, fibre and 
energy sectors.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-economics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73530 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Agricultural consultant
Economist
Policy analyst

Master of Agricultural Science
Enhance your knowledge and skills for a future in the sustainable, profitable 
and ethical development of a rapidly evolving agricultural industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72510 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior 
tertiary study.

CSP Agricultural consultant
Agricultural scientist
Environmental manager

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Biological Arts
This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or 
humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative bioresearch.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 71530 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Academic
Artistic director
Visual arts professional

Master of Biological Science
Develop advanced understanding of animals and plants, the threats they 
face, and gain research skills within habitats of exceptional biodiversity.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72520 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biological consultant
Conservation biologist
Biological scientist

Master of Biotechnology
This course offers a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology in 
combination with training in enterprise, commercialisation and intellectual 
property (IP) protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biotechnology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71580 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biotechnologist
Biochemist/molecular 
biologist 
Microbiologist

Master of Energy Geoscience
Gain advanced skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and 
integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and energy 
geoscience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/energy-geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73540 Bachelor of Geology (WAM 50+). CSP Geoscientist
Geophysicist
Mining consultant

Master of Environmental Science
Gain a rigorous understanding of environmental processes, in parallel to 
studies in environmental policy and management approaches.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72530 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for 
the chosen specialisation.

CSP Environmental consultant
Environmental manager
Environmental scientist

Master of Geoscience
Gain advanced knowledge of key geological concepts and geological 
processes operating at global to local scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Geologist
Geological surveyor
Geophysicist

Master of Hydrogeology
Develop your understanding of complex hydrogeological processes 
and the impacts of human activity and environmental change on 
groundwater systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hydrogeology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Hydrogeologist
Environmental consultant
Researcher

Master of Marine Biology
Study the complex interactions between marine organisms and their 
surrounding environments through hands-on fieldwork alongside 
theoretical studies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/marine-biology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 74540 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Marine researcher
Marine manager
Marine consultant

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher
Renewable energy 
developer
Marine conservationist

Master of Oceanography
Develop an in-depth understanding of dynamic marine and coastal systems 
and develop skills to tackle ocean challenges.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/oceanography

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71590 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

FFP Oceanographer
Coastal manager
Marine consultant
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POSTGRADUATE 

Agricultural, Environmental and Biological Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Agricultural Economics
Study a globally relevant economics degree that focuses on analysis of 
production, consumption, and trade issues in the global food, fibre and 
energy sectors.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-economics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73530 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Agricultural consultant
Economist
Policy analyst

Master of Agricultural Science
Enhance your knowledge and skills for a future in the sustainable, profitable 
and ethical development of a rapidly evolving agricultural industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72510 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior 
tertiary study.

CSP Agricultural consultant
Agricultural scientist
Environmental manager

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Biological Arts
This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or 
humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative bioresearch.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 71530 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Academic
Artistic director
Visual arts professional

Master of Biological Science
Develop advanced understanding of animals and plants, the threats they 
face, and gain research skills within habitats of exceptional biodiversity.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72520 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biological consultant
Conservation biologist
Biological scientist

Master of Biotechnology
This course offers a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology in 
combination with training in enterprise, commercialisation and intellectual 
property (IP) protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biotechnology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71580 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biotechnologist
Biochemist/molecular 
biologist 
Microbiologist

Master of Energy Geoscience
Gain advanced skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and 
integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and energy 
geoscience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/energy-geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73540 Bachelor of Geology (WAM 50+). CSP Geoscientist
Geophysicist
Mining consultant

Master of Environmental Science
Gain a rigorous understanding of environmental processes, in parallel to 
studies in environmental policy and management approaches.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72530 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for 
the chosen specialisation.

CSP Environmental consultant
Environmental manager
Environmental scientist

Master of Geoscience
Gain advanced knowledge of key geological concepts and geological 
processes operating at global to local scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Geologist
Geological surveyor
Geophysicist

Master of Hydrogeology
Develop your understanding of complex hydrogeological processes 
and the impacts of human activity and environmental change on 
groundwater systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hydrogeology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Hydrogeologist
Environmental consultant
Researcher

Master of Marine Biology
Study the complex interactions between marine organisms and their 
surrounding environments through hands-on fieldwork alongside 
theoretical studies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/marine-biology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 74540 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Marine researcher
Marine manager
Marine consultant

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher
Renewable energy 
developer
Marine conservationist

Master of Oceanography
Develop an in-depth understanding of dynamic marine and coastal systems 
and develop skills to tackle ocean challenges.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/oceanography

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71590 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

FFP Oceanographer
Coastal manager
Marine consultant
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POSTGRADUATE 

Agricultural, Environmental and Biological Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTERS

Master of Ore Deposit Geology
Gain high-quality advanced knowledge and skills in the geology and 
evaluation of ore deposits, and mineral exploration.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

1 Y A C UWA 70590 Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience (WAM 50+) AND two 
years relevant professional experience OR
Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours (WAM 50+).

CSP Geologist
Mining consultant
Researcher

Master of Science
In this research degree you’ll enhance your research skills and experience by 
completing in-depth study in a scientific area.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 70630 Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class Honours 
(2A) AND research supervisor.

RTP Academic
University lecturer
Scientist

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator
Outreach coordinator
Digital content producer

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

“Through the Master of Ocean Leadership you gain an 
understanding of how different disciplines, like science 
and governance, need to work together to tackle issues 
facing our oceans. We’re learning how to lead and manage 
multidisciplinary projects. The quality of the lecturers is 
outstanding – most are at the top of their respective fields 
and conducting world-class marine research at UWA 
Oceans Graduate School and Oceans Institute. 
JURGEN VALCKENAERE 
MASTER OF OCEAN LEADERSHIP
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POSTGRADUATE 

Agricultural, Environmental and Biological Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTERS

Master of Ore Deposit Geology
Gain high-quality advanced knowledge and skills in the geology and 
evaluation of ore deposits, and mineral exploration.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

1 Y A C UWA 70590 Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience (WAM 50+) AND two 
years relevant professional experience OR
Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours (WAM 50+).

CSP Geologist
Mining consultant
Researcher

Master of Science
In this research degree you’ll enhance your research skills and experience by 
completing in-depth study in a scientific area.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 70630 Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class Honours 
(2A) AND research supervisor.

RTP Academic
University lecturer
Scientist

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator
Outreach coordinator
Digital content producer

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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POSTGRADUATE 

Architecture, Design and Planning 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE  
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Architectural Conservation
This course covers all aspects of architectural conservation from an 
international to local, and aims to develop professional level skills in 
conservation planning and in practical building conservation.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/architectural-conservation

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY  

FEB, JUL C UWA 25240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Five years relevant work experience.

CSP Conservation practitioner
Office of Heritage
National Trust of Australia

Graduate Certificate in Urban Design
Develop techniques of sustainable urban design suited to this ‘urban century’.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-design

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25210 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant  
prior study OR five years relevant work experience.

CSP Urban designer
Planner
Landscape architect

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Building Information Modelling
A strong knowledge of BIM gives you an edge in the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 25340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study AND 
two years relevant professional experience OR five relevant 
work experience. 

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Graduate Diploma in Building Information Modelling (Online)
A strong knowledge of BIM gives you an edge in the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling-online

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25360 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study AND 
two years relevant professional experience OR five years 
relevant work experience. 

FFP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Graduate Diploma in Urban Design
Gain a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and practical aspects of 
urban design.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/urban-design

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25310 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study OR
relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Urban designer
Planner
Landscape architect

MASTER’S

Master of Architecture
This course provides an education in the conceptualisation, design, 
construction and representation of buildings and other structures in a range 
of types and scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/architecture

2-3.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 25520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+). CSP Architect
Urban designer
Landscape architect

Master of Building Information Modelling
The mastery of BIM puts you at the forefront of the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling

1 Y FEB C UWA 25540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
AND two years relevant professional experience OR relevant 
Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Master of Building Information Modelling (Online)
The mastery of BIM puts you at the forefront of the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling-online

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
AND two years relevant professional experience OR relevant 
Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Master of Environmental Planning
This course explores how professionals in the fields of planning, development 
and conservation are working towards sustainable urban design, conservation 
of natural resources and urban heritage management.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 13550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) OR five years relevant work 
experience.

FFP Environmental consultant
Natural resource manager
Policy and planning 
manager

Master of Landscape Architecture
Study at the only university in the state with an accredited Landscape 
Architecture program. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/landscape-architecture

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 25550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+). CSP Landscape architect
Environmental consultant
Urban designer

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D Coursework or coursework  
   and dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/architectural-conservation
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-design
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/urban-design
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/architecture
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/landscape-architecture
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POSTGRADUATE 

Architecture, Design and Planning 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE  
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Architectural Conservation
This course covers all aspects of architectural conservation from an 
international to local, and aims to develop professional level skills in 
conservation planning and in practical building conservation.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/architectural-conservation

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY  

FEB, JUL C UWA 25240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Five years relevant work experience.

CSP Conservation practitioner
Office of Heritage
National Trust of Australia

Graduate Certificate in Urban Design
Develop techniques of sustainable urban design suited to this ‘urban century’.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-design

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25210 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant  
prior study OR five years relevant work experience.

CSP Urban designer
Planner
Landscape architect

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Building Information Modelling
A strong knowledge of BIM gives you an edge in the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 25340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study AND 
two years relevant professional experience OR five relevant 
work experience. 

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Graduate Diploma in Building Information Modelling (Online)
A strong knowledge of BIM gives you an edge in the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling-online

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25360 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study AND 
two years relevant professional experience OR five years 
relevant work experience. 

FFP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Graduate Diploma in Urban Design
Gain a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and practical aspects of 
urban design.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/urban-design

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25310 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study OR
relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Urban designer
Planner
Landscape architect

MASTER’S

Master of Architecture
This course provides an education in the conceptualisation, design, 
construction and representation of buildings and other structures in a range 
of types and scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/architecture

2-3.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 25520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+). CSP Architect
Urban designer
Landscape architect

Master of Building Information Modelling
The mastery of BIM puts you at the forefront of the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling

1 Y FEB C UWA 25540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
AND two years relevant professional experience OR relevant 
Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Master of Building Information Modelling (Online)
The mastery of BIM puts you at the forefront of the construction industry, 
allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling-online

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 25560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
AND two years relevant professional experience OR relevant 
Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).

CSP Urban designer
Construction
Engineering

Master of Environmental Planning
This course explores how professionals in the fields of planning, development 
and conservation are working towards sustainable urban design, conservation 
of natural resources and urban heritage management.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 13550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) OR five years relevant work 
experience.

FFP Environmental consultant
Natural resource manager
Policy and planning 
manager

Master of Landscape Architecture
Study at the only university in the state with an accredited Landscape 
Architecture program. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/landscape-architecture

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 25550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+). CSP Landscape architect
Environmental consultant
Urban designer

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/architectural-conservation
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-design
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/urban-design
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/architecture
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/landscape-architecture
https://uwa.edu.au/study
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POSTGRADUATE 

Business and Commerce
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Business
This course will equip you with core knowledge in the principal business areas of 
accounting, economics, marketing, and organisation behaviour. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business

0.5-1 Y TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41210 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Account manager
Finance manager
General manager

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics
Develop your analytical and technical skills to draw insights from data and make 
better business decisions.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-analytics

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42270 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with one statistic unit.
Bachelor’s degree with one statistic unit AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Data analyst
Quantitative analyst
Business intelligence analyst

Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management
Build your skills in project management and focus on improving quality, workflow 
management, processes and systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-information-logistics-management

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41270 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Business or data analyst  
Online marketing specialist  
IT support or information manager

Graduate Certificate in Business Psychology
In this course you’ll learn how to use insights from applied psychological science to 
create better workplaces.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

JAN, FEB GC UWA 73290 Relevant bachelor’s OR postgraduate degree AND additional 
requirements.
Accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology AND 
additional requirements.

CSP Organisational development 
coordinator
Team leader
Change leader

Graduate Certificate in Commerce
This course is a standalone qualification in business, and can also serve as an entry 
point into the Master of Commerce. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce

0.5 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 41280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

CSP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Certificate in Commerce (Online)
Take your career to the next level with an online postgraduate qualification 
in Commerce. Complete units in accounting, economics, management 
and marketing. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce-online

0.5 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Five years relevant work experience. 

CSP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Certificate in Economics
Enhance your understanding of the way the world works, from the stock market to 
the world economy.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/economics

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42230 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Consultant
Economics researcher or analyst
Economist
Stock broker

Graduate Certificate in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Learn how to deal with uncertainty, manage innovation, and improve the business 
through the application of best-practice methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/entrepreneurship-innovation

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41230 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

CSP Small-business manager
Medium-business manager
Small-to-medium business owner

Graduate Certificate in Finance
Gain a practical grounding in financial affairs and enter careers in corporate 
banking, stock market trading, insurance, and investment management.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/finance

0.5-1 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 41250 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with Introductory Financial 
Accounting unit. 
Bachelor’s degree with Introductory Financial Accounting unit 
AND two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Consultant
Financial risk-management adviser
Investment banker

Graduate Certificate in Health Leadership and Management
This course offers an advanced combination of business insight and healthcare 
focus to build your expertise in the sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-leadership-management

1.5 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 42200 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements

FFP Health researcher
Program or project manager
Medical administrator

Graduate Certificate in Human Resources and Employment Relations
Be introduced to key concepts, theories and contemporary practice in 
employment relations and human resource management.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/human-resources-and-employment-relations

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP HR consultant/officer/director
Recruitment manager
Employment relations manager

Graduate Certificate in Leadership
Gain change leadership and negotiation skills to advance your career into senior 
decision-making and general management roles.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/leadership

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41220 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Business founder/owner
Consultant
Senior manager

Graduate Certificate in Marketing
Equip yourself with core knowledge in the field of marketing. Take as either a 
standalone qualification or an entry pathway into the master’s.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/marketing

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41290 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Public relations officer
Advertising manager
Product developer

Graduate Certificate in Minerals and Energy Management
Develop your managerial and strategic skills to launch into a senior decision-
making role in the mineral and resources sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/courses/gc/minerals-energy-management

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 43200 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Business development manager
Commodities analyst
Strategy manager

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-analytics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-information-logistics-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/economics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/entrepreneurship-innovation
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/finance
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-leadership-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/human-resources-and-employment-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/leadership
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/marketing
https://uwa.edu.au/study/courses/gc/minerals-energy-management
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POSTGRADUATE 

Business and Commerce
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Business
This course will equip you with core knowledge in the principal business areas of 
accounting, economics, marketing, and organisation behaviour. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business

0.5-1 Y TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41210 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Account manager
Finance manager
General manager

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics
Develop your analytical and technical skills to draw insights from data and make 
better business decisions.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-analytics

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42270 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with one statistic unit.
Bachelor’s degree with one statistic unit AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Data analyst
Quantitative analyst
Business intelligence analyst

Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management
Build your skills in project management and focus on improving quality, workflow 
management, processes and systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-information-logistics-management

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41270 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Business or data analyst  
Online marketing specialist  
IT support or information manager

Graduate Certificate in Business Psychology
In this course you’ll learn how to use insights from applied psychological science to 
create better workplaces.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

JAN, FEB GC UWA 73290 Relevant bachelor’s OR postgraduate degree AND additional 
requirements.
Accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology AND 
additional requirements.

CSP Organisational development 
coordinator
Team leader
Change leader

Graduate Certificate in Commerce
This course is a standalone qualification in business, and can also serve as an entry 
point into the Master of Commerce. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce

0.5 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 41280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

CSP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Certificate in Commerce (Online)
Take your career to the next level with an online postgraduate qualification 
in Commerce. Complete units in accounting, economics, management 
and marketing. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce-online

0.5 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Five years relevant work experience. 

CSP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Certificate in Economics
Enhance your understanding of the way the world works, from the stock market to 
the world economy.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/economics

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 42230 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Consultant
Economics researcher or analyst
Economist
Stock broker

Graduate Certificate in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Learn how to deal with uncertainty, manage innovation, and improve the business 
through the application of best-practice methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/entrepreneurship-innovation

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41230 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

CSP Small-business manager
Medium-business manager
Small-to-medium business owner

Graduate Certificate in Finance
Gain a practical grounding in financial affairs and enter careers in corporate 
banking, stock market trading, insurance, and investment management.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/finance

0.5-1 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 41250 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with Introductory Financial 
Accounting unit. 
Bachelor’s degree with Introductory Financial Accounting unit 
AND two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Consultant
Financial risk-management adviser
Investment banker

Graduate Certificate in Health Leadership and Management
This course offers an advanced combination of business insight and healthcare 
focus to build your expertise in the sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-leadership-management

1.5 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 42200 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements

FFP Health researcher
Program or project manager
Medical administrator

Graduate Certificate in Human Resources and Employment Relations
Be introduced to key concepts, theories and contemporary practice in 
employment relations and human resource management.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/human-resources-and-employment-relations

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP HR consultant/officer/director
Recruitment manager
Employment relations manager

Graduate Certificate in Leadership
Gain change leadership and negotiation skills to advance your career into senior 
decision-making and general management roles.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/leadership

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 41220 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Business founder/owner
Consultant
Senior manager

Graduate Certificate in Marketing
Equip yourself with core knowledge in the field of marketing. Take as either a 
standalone qualification or an entry pathway into the master’s.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/marketing

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL GC UWA 41290 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience. 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Public relations officer
Advertising manager
Product developer

Graduate Certificate in Minerals and Energy Management
Develop your managerial and strategic skills to launch into a senior decision-
making role in the mineral and resources sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/courses/gc/minerals-energy-management

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 43200 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience AND additional requirements.

FFP Business development manager
Commodities analyst
Strategy manager
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-analytics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-information-logistics-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce-online
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/economics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/entrepreneurship-innovation
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/finance
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-leadership-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/human-resources-and-employment-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/leadership
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/marketing
https://uwa.edu.au/study/courses/gc/minerals-energy-management
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Public Policy
Build foundational knowledge of the role of the government in economic activity, 
public policy and legal decision making.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy

0.5 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 42280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Governance manager
Policy analyst
Policy manager

Graduate Certificate in Social Impact
Build your professional capacity and learn critical leadership skills needed to 
manage organisations, businesses and social programs.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-impact

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 40260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience and additional requirements.

FFP Social impact assessor
Social impact measurement 
consultant
Philanthropy professional

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication
Gain the skills, knowledge and capabilities to participate in the global 
communications environment across industry, government agencies and 
community organisations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Commerce (Chartered Accounting)
Complete all the professional level units of the CA program of Chartered 
Accountants Australia and New Zealand.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/commerce-chartered-accounting

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) with an accounting major AND 
hold or be eligible for a Chartered Accountants ANZ Provisional 
Membership.

FFP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication
This course focuses on advancing the skills, knowledge and capabilities required to 
participate in the contemporary communications environment. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/strategic-communication

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

MASTER’S

Master of Applied Finance
Explore careers in corporate banking and finance, stock market trading, insurance, 
investment management and other areas of applied finance. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-finance

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years professional experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Consultant
Insurance broker
Superannuation fund manager 

Master of Business Administration - Flexible (MBA)
Learn how to lead in any situation including building a commercial enterprise from 
the ground up, or running a multi-national company. 
uwa.edu.au/study/mba-flexible

16 months Y TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

C UWA 42520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND three years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Bachelor’s degree AND GMAT 550+ AND additional requirements.
Bachelor’s degree AND five years relevant professional experience 
AND additional requirements.
Relevant UWA Graduate Certificate (WAM 65+) AND additional 
requirements.
Relevant non-UWA Graduate Certificate (WAM 70+) AND 
additional requirements.

FFP CEO
Managing director
Regional manager 

Master of Business Administration - Intensive (MBA)
This accelerated program will enhance your career prospects through 
direct contact with business leaders and a personalised leadership 
development program.
uwa.edu.au/study/mba-intensive

12-18 months N TRI 1 C+D UWA 43520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND 3 years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Business development manager
Consultant
Strategist

Master of Business Administration and Master of Laws
Further your professional knowledge in law while gaining leadership and 
management skills. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws

2-2.5 N MBA: TRI 1,  
TRI 2, TRI 3
Master of 
Laws: A

C or C+D UWA 43530 See admission requirements for MBA and Master of Laws FFP Legal consultant 
Business Administration Manager 
Policy and Planning Manager

Master of Business Analytics
Strengthen your analytical skills to extract meaning from complex data sets, 
converse with technical experts, and make meaning of outputs.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-analytics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42630 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with one statistic unit. 
Bachelor’s degree with one statistic unit AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Data analyst
Quantitative analyst
Business intelligence analyst

Master of Business Information and Logistics Management
Blend studies in information systems, management science and decision support 
systems and examine critical issues in business.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-information-logistics-management

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41670 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Business or data analyst
Online marketing specialist
IT support or information manager

Master of Business Psychology
Gain training in the application of psychological theories and principles to workplace 
settings to improve organisational performance and employee well-being.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-psychology

2 Y JAN, FEB C UWA 73550 60 WAM or completed a Graduate Certificate in Business 
Psychology at UWA with a weighted average mark of at least 50 
per cent.

CSP Organisational development manager
Human resources manager
Change leader

POSTGRADUATE 

Business and Commerce

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-impact
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Public Policy
Build foundational knowledge of the role of the government in economic activity, 
public policy and legal decision making.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy

0.5 Y FEB, JUL GC UWA 42280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Governance manager
Policy analyst
Policy manager

Graduate Certificate in Social Impact
Build your professional capacity and learn critical leadership skills needed to 
manage organisations, businesses and social programs.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-impact

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

GC UWA 40260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Five years relevant work experience and additional requirements.

FFP Social impact assessor
Social impact measurement 
consultant
Philanthropy professional

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication
Gain the skills, knowledge and capabilities to participate in the global 
communications environment across industry, government agencies and 
community organisations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Commerce (Chartered Accounting)
Complete all the professional level units of the CA program of Chartered 
Accountants Australia and New Zealand.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/commerce-chartered-accounting

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) with an accounting major AND 
hold or be eligible for a Chartered Accountants ANZ Provisional 
Membership.

FFP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication
This course focuses on advancing the skills, knowledge and capabilities required to 
participate in the contemporary communications environment. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/strategic-communication

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

MASTER’S

Master of Applied Finance
Explore careers in corporate banking and finance, stock market trading, insurance, 
investment management and other areas of applied finance. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-finance

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years professional experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Consultant
Insurance broker
Superannuation fund manager 

Master of Business Administration - Flexible (MBA)
Learn how to lead in any situation including building a commercial enterprise from 
the ground up, or running a multi-national company. 
uwa.edu.au/study/mba-flexible

16 months Y TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

C UWA 42520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND three years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements.
Bachelor’s degree AND GMAT 550+ AND additional requirements.
Bachelor’s degree AND five years relevant professional experience 
AND additional requirements.
Relevant UWA Graduate Certificate (WAM 65+) AND additional 
requirements.
Relevant non-UWA Graduate Certificate (WAM 70+) AND 
additional requirements.

FFP CEO
Managing director
Regional manager 

Master of Business Administration - Intensive (MBA)
This accelerated program will enhance your career prospects through 
direct contact with business leaders and a personalised leadership 
development program.
uwa.edu.au/study/mba-intensive

12-18 months N TRI 1 C+D UWA 43520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND 3 years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Business development manager
Consultant
Strategist

Master of Business Administration and Master of Laws
Further your professional knowledge in law while gaining leadership and 
management skills. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws

2-2.5 N MBA: TRI 1,  
TRI 2, TRI 3
Master of 
Laws: A

C or C+D UWA 43530 See admission requirements for MBA and Master of Laws FFP Legal consultant 
Business Administration Manager 
Policy and Planning Manager

Master of Business Analytics
Strengthen your analytical skills to extract meaning from complex data sets, 
converse with technical experts, and make meaning of outputs.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-analytics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42630 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with one statistic unit. 
Bachelor’s degree with one statistic unit AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Data analyst
Quantitative analyst
Business intelligence analyst

Master of Business Information and Logistics Management
Blend studies in information systems, management science and decision support 
systems and examine critical issues in business.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-information-logistics-management

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41670 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Business or data analyst
Online marketing specialist
IT support or information manager

Master of Business Psychology
Gain training in the application of psychological theories and principles to workplace 
settings to improve organisational performance and employee well-being.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-psychology

2 Y JAN, FEB C UWA 73550 60 WAM or completed a Graduate Certificate in Business 
Psychology at UWA with a weighted average mark of at least 50 
per cent.

CSP Organisational development manager
Human resources manager
Change leader
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Commerce
This course is ideal for graduates seeking further business expertise and can boost 
employment opportunities around the world. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41680 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies
This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia and teaches 
complementary skills in Business and Translation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

2.5-3 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12590 Refer to individual course rules for Master of Commerce and 
Master of Translation Studies.

FFP Language services manager
Intercultural business consultant
Business translator

Master of Economics
Be at the forefront of economic research and decision making in the government 
or private sectors.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/economics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42670 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary study. FFP Consultant
Economics researcher or analyst
Economist
Stock broker

Master of Human Resources and Employment Relations
This course provides a thorough theoretical and practical grounding in the 
management of people and employment in Australia and overseas.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/human-resources-employment-relations

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41660 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP HR consultant/officer/director
Recruitment manager
Employment relations manager

Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Learn to apply specialist psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces, with 
the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality of work-life.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 53580 Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
An accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A)

CSP Psychologist
Organisational psychologist
Workplace relations adviser

Master of Marketing
Gain the knowledge, experience and skills to become a dynamic marketing leader, 
and cover topics from digital to analytics.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/marketing

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41690 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Public relations officer
Advertising manager
Product developer

Master of Professional Accounting
Be trained in the technical aspects of the preparation of accounting data and 
develop your skills in the application of accounting information.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 40610 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+), some exclusions apply.
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience, some exclusions apply. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Auditor
Chartered accountant
Financial broker

Master of Professional Accounting (Chartered Accounting)
Complete the professional study requirements of the Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) qualification.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting-chartered-accounting

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42660 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+), some exclusions apply. 
Bachelor’s degree, some exclusions apply AND two years relevant 
professional experience
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Accountant 

Master of Public Policy
This course will give you a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of 
government in economic activity and public administration and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Master of Strategic Communication
Develop your expertise in designing and managing communication strategies and 
projects across a range of media platforms and professional contexts.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

13 months to 
2 years

Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Gain specialised skills in assessment, treatment and intervention, 
alongside a wide range of important research competencies, to improve 
organisational effectiveness.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 01880/ 
54580

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
An accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A)

CSP Organisational psychologist
Analyst
Workplace relations adviser

POSTGRADUATE 

Business and Commerce

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/economics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/human-resources-employment-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/marketing
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting-chartered-accounting
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication
https://uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Commerce
This course is ideal for graduates seeking further business expertise and can boost 
employment opportunities around the world. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41680 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Auditor
Accountant
Manager in finance, human resources, 
management or marketing

Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies
This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia and teaches 
complementary skills in Business and Translation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

2.5-3 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12590 Refer to individual course rules for Master of Commerce and 
Master of Translation Studies.

FFP Language services manager
Intercultural business consultant
Business translator

Master of Economics
Be at the forefront of economic research and decision making in the government 
or private sectors.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/economics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42670 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary study. FFP Consultant
Economics researcher or analyst
Economist
Stock broker

Master of Human Resources and Employment Relations
This course provides a thorough theoretical and practical grounding in the 
management of people and employment in Australia and overseas.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/human-resources-employment-relations

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41660 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP HR consultant/officer/director
Recruitment manager
Employment relations manager

Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Learn to apply specialist psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces, with 
the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality of work-life.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 53580 Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
An accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A)

CSP Psychologist
Organisational psychologist
Workplace relations adviser

Master of Marketing
Gain the knowledge, experience and skills to become a dynamic marketing leader, 
and cover topics from digital to analytics.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/marketing

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 41690 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Public relations officer
Advertising manager
Product developer

Master of Professional Accounting
Be trained in the technical aspects of the preparation of accounting data and 
develop your skills in the application of accounting information.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 40610 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+), some exclusions apply.
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience, some exclusions apply. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Auditor
Chartered accountant
Financial broker

Master of Professional Accounting (Chartered Accounting)
Complete the professional study requirements of the Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) qualification.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-accounting-chartered-accounting

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42660 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+), some exclusions apply. 
Bachelor’s degree, some exclusions apply AND two years relevant 
professional experience
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

FFP Accountant 

Master of Public Policy
This course will give you a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of 
government in economic activity and public administration and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Master of Strategic Communication
Develop your expertise in designing and managing communication strategies and 
projects across a range of media platforms and professional contexts.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

13 months to 
2 years

Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Communications specialist
Media consultant
Media adviser

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Gain specialised skills in assessment, treatment and intervention, 
alongside a wide range of important research competencies, to improve 
organisational effectiveness.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 01880/ 
54580

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
An accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A)

CSP Organisational psychologist
Analyst
Workplace relations adviser

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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POSTGRADUATE 

Data and Computer Science 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Data Science
Gain the skills to transform data into intelligence and become a sought-after 
expert at the forefront of this rapidly expanding field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 62530 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

FFP Data scientist
Data analyst
Management consultant

Master of Information Technology
Gain advanced information technology skills to engage at the cutting edge 
of global technology solutions.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/information-technology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62510 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

CSP IT consultant
Internet/web designer
Systems analyst

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

POSTGRADUATE 

Engineering 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Tailings Management
Designed to support and upskill engineers working in tailings management, 
this Graduate Certificate is offered as 12 online microcredentials.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tailings-management

N/A Y A GC UWA 61250 Refer to web page Refer to web 
page

Tailings management 
engineer

MASTER’S

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher
Renewable energy 
developer
Marine conservationist

Master of Professional Engineering
Specialise in one of eight engineering disciplines and become a professional 
engineer who is highly sought after by industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-engineering

2-3 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) with relevant prior study in 
engineering, physics or mathematics.
UWA Bachelor degree or Diploma (WAM 50+) with a major 
in Engineering Science, or the Bachelor of Automation and 
Robotics.

CSP Careers in engineering 
across a broad range of 
specialisations

Master of Renewable and Future Energy
Gain industry-relevant advanced knowledge for a career in renewable 
energy technologies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/renewable-future-energy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62560 Bachelor of Engineering (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
in electrical and electronic engineering, chemical engineering, 
or mechanical engineering.

CSP Renewable energy 
engineer 
Power systems engineer
Renewable resource 
analyst

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/information-technology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tailings-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-engineering
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/renewable-future-energy
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POSTGRADUATE 

Data and Computer Science 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Data Science
Gain the skills to transform data into intelligence and become a sought-after 
expert at the forefront of this rapidly expanding field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 62530 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

FFP Data scientist
Data analyst
Management consultant

Master of Information Technology
Gain advanced information technology skills to engage at the cutting edge 
of global technology solutions.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/information-technology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62510 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

CSP IT consultant
Internet/web designer
Systems analyst

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.

POSTGRADUATE 

Engineering 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Tailings Management
Designed to support and upskill engineers working in tailings management, 
this Graduate Certificate is offered as 12 online microcredentials.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tailings-management

N/A Y A GC UWA 61250 Refer to web page Refer to web 
page

Tailings management 
engineer

MASTER’S

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher
Renewable energy 
developer
Marine conservationist

Master of Professional Engineering
Specialise in one of eight engineering disciplines and become a professional 
engineer who is highly sought after by industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-engineering

2-3 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) with relevant prior study in 
engineering, physics or mathematics.
UWA Bachelor degree or Diploma (WAM 50+) with a major 
in Engineering Science, or the Bachelor of Automation and 
Robotics.

CSP Careers in engineering 
across a broad range of 
specialisations

Master of Renewable and Future Energy
Gain industry-relevant advanced knowledge for a career in renewable 
energy technologies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/renewable-future-energy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62560 Bachelor of Engineering (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study 
in electrical and electronic engineering, chemical engineering, 
or mechanical engineering.

CSP Renewable energy 
engineer 
Power systems engineer
Renewable resource 
analyst

D
ata and C

om
puter Science

https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/information-technology
https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tailings-management
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/professional-engineering
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/renewable-future-energy
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POSTGRADUATE 

Education 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Tertiary Teaching 
This part-time course has been designed to assist tertiary educators working 
in higher education with their teaching and mentoring skills.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tertiary-teaching

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

A C UWA 30250 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND current employment in 
tertiary teaching.

CSP Lecturer

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Mental Health and Wellbeing in Education
This course is suited to educators and professionals working with children 
and adolescents in an era of growing concern about mental health and 
wellbeing.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/mental-health-education

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 30380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

CSP Education policy adviser
Lecturer/academic
Principal/education 
manager

MASTER’S

Master of Education (coursework and dissertation)
Gain an advanced understanding of the field of education, including 
research-based learning and intellectual scholarship in education.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/education

1 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 30580 Bachelor’s degree (three year) AND Graduate Diploma AND 
two years relevant professional experience.
Bachelor of Education (four year) OR Graduate Diploma in 
Education OR Master of Teaching AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Bachelor’s degree (four year) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

CSP School leadership position
Education professional
School principal

Master of Education (thesis and coursework)
This course is suited to leaders and professionals in education, health, 
justice, government administration and management who want to undertake 
postgraduate study.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/education-thesis-coursework

1.5 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 31700 Bachelor’s degree AND postgraduate course in Education 
(one year) AND either two years’ full-time relevant professional 
experience OR adequate research preparation.
Bachelor of Education AND either two year’s full-time relevant 
professional experience OR adequate research preparation.
Degree (four year) AND two years’ full-time professional 
experience in Education AND adequate research preparation.
Relevant Graduate Diploma (WAM 65+) AND EDUC5631 (65+).
Additional pathways.

RTP Industry leadership position
Education adviser/reviewer

Master of Teaching (Primary)
This course will qualify you as a primary school teacher with a comprehensive 
understanding of childhood development and learning.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching

1.5 Y JAN C UWA 31520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND one or more learning areas 
in the Primary school curriculum AND personal statement AND 
additional requirements may apply.

CSP Primary school teacher

Master of Teaching (Secondary)
This course ensures you have an in-depth knowledge of the theory and the 
practical skills required for secondary teaching.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-secondary

1.5 Y JAN C UWA 32550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) with six units of study relevant 
to secondary teaching curriculum areas AND personal 
statement AND additional requirements may apply.

CSP Secondary school teacher

Master of Teaching (F-12)
This blended mode program ensures you develop the knowledge 
and professional skills required for teaching in primary and secondary 
school environments.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-f-12

2 Y JAN C UWA 32540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) with one major study relevant to 
secondary teaching curriculum areas AND personal statement 
AND additional requirements may apply.

CSP Early childhood educator
Primary school teacher
Secondary school teacher

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tertiary-teaching
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/mental-health-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/education-thesis-coursework
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-secondary
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-f-12
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POSTGRADUATE 

Education 
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Tertiary Teaching 
This part-time course has been designed to assist tertiary educators working 
in higher education with their teaching and mentoring skills.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tertiary-teaching

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

A C UWA 30250 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND current employment in 
tertiary teaching.

CSP Lecturer

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Mental Health and Wellbeing in Education
This course is suited to educators and professionals working with children 
and adolescents in an era of growing concern about mental health and 
wellbeing.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/mental-health-education

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 30380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

CSP Education policy adviser
Lecturer/academic
Principal/education 
manager

MASTER’S

Master of Education (coursework and dissertation)
Gain an advanced understanding of the field of education, including 
research-based learning and intellectual scholarship in education.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/education

1 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 30580 Bachelor’s degree (three year) AND Graduate Diploma AND 
two years relevant professional experience.
Bachelor of Education (four year) OR Graduate Diploma in 
Education OR Master of Teaching AND two years relevant 
professional experience.
Bachelor’s degree (four year) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

CSP School leadership position
Education professional
School principal

Master of Education (thesis and coursework)
This course is suited to leaders and professionals in education, health, 
justice, government administration and management who want to undertake 
postgraduate study.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/education-thesis-coursework

1.5 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 31700 Bachelor’s degree AND postgraduate course in Education 
(one year) AND either two years’ full-time relevant professional 
experience OR adequate research preparation.
Bachelor of Education AND either two year’s full-time relevant 
professional experience OR adequate research preparation.
Degree (four year) AND two years’ full-time professional 
experience in Education AND adequate research preparation.
Relevant Graduate Diploma (WAM 65+) AND EDUC5631 (65+).
Additional pathways.

RTP Industry leadership position
Education adviser/reviewer

Master of Teaching (Primary)
This course will qualify you as a primary school teacher with a comprehensive 
understanding of childhood development and learning.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching

1.5 Y JAN C UWA 31520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) AND one or more learning areas 
in the Primary school curriculum AND personal statement AND 
additional requirements may apply.

CSP Primary school teacher

Master of Teaching (Secondary)
This course ensures you have an in-depth knowledge of the theory and the 
practical skills required for secondary teaching.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-secondary

1.5 Y JAN C UWA 32550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) with six units of study relevant 
to secondary teaching curriculum areas AND personal 
statement AND additional requirements may apply.

CSP Secondary school teacher

Master of Teaching (F-12)
This blended mode program ensures you develop the knowledge 
and professional skills required for teaching in primary and secondary 
school environments.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-f-12

2 Y JAN C UWA 32540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) with one major study relevant to 
secondary teaching curriculum areas AND personal statement 
AND additional requirements may apply.

CSP Early childhood educator
Primary school teacher
Secondary school teacher

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.

Education

https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/tertiary-teaching
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/mental-health-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/education-thesis-coursework
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-secondary
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/teaching-f-12
https://uwa.edu.au/study
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POSTGRADUATE 

Health and Biomedical Science

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis
This course will provide you with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills 
required to participate in multidisciplinary team assessments for autism.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis

1 Y FEB C UWA 70230 Relevant bachelor’s degree AND interview. Accredited 
relevant bachelor’s honours degree AND additional 
requirements. Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Assessment team leader
Specialist autism team 
coordinator
Clinical services coordinator

Graduate Certificate in Child Protection Practice
This course addresses the core knowledge and skills in assessment, 
intervention and case management used at key stages in the decision-
making, planning and reviewing processes of child protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/child-protection-practice

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11280 Relevant bachelor’s degree. FFP Case manager
Youth worker
Child protection worker

Graduate Certificate in Communicable Diseases Epidemiology
The course will provide you with the opportunity to examine, analyse and 
assess the emergence and transmission of infectious diseases. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/communicable-diseases-epidemiology

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 92220 Relevant bachelor’s degree. CSP Research Officer
Health project/program 
manager
Policy analyst

Graduate Certificate in Emergency Medicine Research
This course trains you to become a critical consumer of clinical research 
literature, to apply research evidence to clinical practice and to develop the 
skills necessary to undertake clinical research.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/emergency-medicine-research

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 90240 Bachelor’s degree with relevant prior study. FFP Clinical researcher
Evidence-based
clinical practitioner

Graduate Certificate in Environment and Health
Gain the opportunity to examine, analyse and assess the environmental 
risks to human health. Develop your skills and knowledge to tackle complex 
public health challenges today and into the future.
uwa.edu.au/study/environmental-and-health

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 92210 Relevant bachelor’s degree. CSP Research Officer
Health project/program 
manager
Environmental health officer

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education
This course is comprised of three core units which provide 
important foundation knowledge in the principles of teaching and 
learning, assessment, evaluation and research methods in health 
professions education.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-professions-education

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 90210 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
education and professional experience.

CSP Health professions educator
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Graduate Certificate in Population Health Studies
Gain an introduction to public health, the health system, its drivers and the 
core units that form the basis of public health. Tailor your studies to meet 
professional interests and requirements.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/population-health-studies

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 91230 Bachelor’s degree OR relevant education and professional 
experience OR two postgraduate public health units.

CSP Research officer
Health project/program 
manager
Policy analyst

Graduate Certificate in Social Policy Practice
For practising social workers to build on their knowledge of advanced social 
work theory, practice and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-policy-practice

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11270 Relevant bachelor’s degree. FFP Social policy adviser

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work
This course enables practising social workers with a minimum two years’ 
experience to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory and 
practice, and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 10370 Either relevant bachelor’s degree OR graduate certificate AND 
two years of experience as a professionally qualified social 
worker.

FFP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Graduate Diploma in Health Professions Education
Develop your knowledge beyond the foundation knowledge acquired in 
principles of teaching and learning, assessment, evaluation and research 
methods in health professions education.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/health-professions-education

1 Y FEB C UWA 91340 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
education and professional experience OR
relevant graduate certificate.

CSP Health professions educator
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Graduate Diploma in Infectious Diseases
This course provides advanced training in the field of infectious diseases 
including topics in medical microbiology, tropical infectious diseases, and 
public and environmental health microbiology.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/infectious-diseases

1 Y FEB C UWA 51330 Relevant bachelor’s degree with WAM 60+ in the Level 3 units 
OR bachelor’s degree AND three years relevant professional 
experience OR bachelor’s degree AND adequate research 
outputs. 
Admission intake quota may apply.

CSP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/child-protection-practice
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/communicable-diseases-epidemiology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/emergency-medicine-research
https://uwa.edu.au/study/environmental-and-health
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-professions-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/population-health-studies
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-policy-practice
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/health-professions-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/infectious-diseases
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POSTGRADUATE 

Health and Biomedical Science

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis
This course will provide you with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills 
required to participate in multidisciplinary team assessments for autism.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis

1 Y FEB C UWA 70230 Relevant bachelor’s degree AND interview. Accredited 
relevant bachelor’s honours degree AND additional 
requirements. Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Assessment team leader
Specialist autism team 
coordinator
Clinical services coordinator

Graduate Certificate in Child Protection Practice
This course addresses the core knowledge and skills in assessment, 
intervention and case management used at key stages in the decision-
making, planning and reviewing processes of child protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/child-protection-practice

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11280 Relevant bachelor’s degree. FFP Case manager
Youth worker
Child protection worker

Graduate Certificate in Communicable Diseases Epidemiology
The course will provide you with the opportunity to examine, analyse and 
assess the emergence and transmission of infectious diseases. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/communicable-diseases-epidemiology

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 92220 Relevant bachelor’s degree. CSP Research Officer
Health project/program 
manager
Policy analyst

Graduate Certificate in Emergency Medicine Research
This course trains you to become a critical consumer of clinical research 
literature, to apply research evidence to clinical practice and to develop the 
skills necessary to undertake clinical research.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/emergency-medicine-research

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 90240 Bachelor’s degree with relevant prior study. FFP Clinical researcher
Evidence-based
clinical practitioner

Graduate Certificate in Environment and Health
Gain the opportunity to examine, analyse and assess the environmental 
risks to human health. Develop your skills and knowledge to tackle complex 
public health challenges today and into the future.
uwa.edu.au/study/environmental-and-health

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 92210 Relevant bachelor’s degree. CSP Research Officer
Health project/program 
manager
Environmental health officer

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education
This course is comprised of three core units which provide 
important foundation knowledge in the principles of teaching and 
learning, assessment, evaluation and research methods in health 
professions education.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-professions-education

0.5 Y FEB C UWA 90210 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
education and professional experience.

CSP Health professions educator
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Graduate Certificate in Population Health Studies
Gain an introduction to public health, the health system, its drivers and the 
core units that form the basis of public health. Tailor your studies to meet 
professional interests and requirements.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/population-health-studies

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 91230 Bachelor’s degree OR relevant education and professional 
experience OR two postgraduate public health units.

CSP Research officer
Health project/program 
manager
Policy analyst

Graduate Certificate in Social Policy Practice
For practising social workers to build on their knowledge of advanced social 
work theory, practice and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-policy-practice

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11270 Relevant bachelor’s degree. FFP Social policy adviser

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work
This course enables practising social workers with a minimum two years’ 
experience to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory and 
practice, and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 10370 Either relevant bachelor’s degree OR graduate certificate AND 
two years of experience as a professionally qualified social 
worker.

FFP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Graduate Diploma in Health Professions Education
Develop your knowledge beyond the foundation knowledge acquired in 
principles of teaching and learning, assessment, evaluation and research 
methods in health professions education.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/health-professions-education

1 Y FEB C UWA 91340 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
education and professional experience OR
relevant graduate certificate.

CSP Health professions educator
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Graduate Diploma in Infectious Diseases
This course provides advanced training in the field of infectious diseases 
including topics in medical microbiology, tropical infectious diseases, and 
public and environmental health microbiology.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/infectious-diseases

1 Y FEB C UWA 51330 Relevant bachelor’s degree with WAM 60+ in the Level 3 units 
OR bachelor’s degree AND three years relevant professional 
experience OR bachelor’s degree AND adequate research 
outputs. 
Admission intake quota may apply.

CSP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/child-protection-practice
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/communicable-diseases-epidemiology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/emergency-medicine-research
https://uwa.edu.au/study/environmental-and-health
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-professions-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/population-health-studies
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-policy-practice
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/health-professions-education
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/infectious-diseases
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Aboriginal Health
Investigate current issues regarding Aboriginal health and health care with 
due consideration to Aboriginal knowledge, western biomedical knowledge, 
ethics, and a range of research methodologies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/aboriginal-health

2 Y FEB T+C UWA 90690 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
professional experience.

RTP Health promotion officer 
Health and welfare services 
manager

Master of Applied Human Performance Science
Learn to apply scientific principles and techniques to improve human 
performance using the latest sport science knowledge.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-human-performance

1.5 N FEB, JUL C UWA 73570 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+)  
AND additional requirements.

FFP Sport scientist
Exercise scientist
Occupational health 
professional

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Biomedical Science
This course encompasses a range of biological, medical and health-related 
disciplines, addressing global health challenges such as obesity, cancer and 
cardiovascular disease.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biomedical-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary study 
in your chosen specialisation.

CSP Biomedical scientist
Clinical research associate
Medicinal chemist

Master of Biotechnology
This course offers a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology in 
combination with training in enterprise, commercialisation and intellectual 
property (IP) protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biotechnology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71580 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biotechnologist
Biomanufacturing specialist
Business development 
manager

Master of Clinical Audiology 
Develop an understanding of the professional practice in clinical audiology 
and also benefit from extensive supervised clinical placements.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-audiology

2 N FEB C UWA 90540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Australian National Police 
Check AND personal statement.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Audiologist
Health promotion officer
Researcher

Master of Clinical Pathology
This course focuses on professional practice and the six major disciplines 
of clinical pathology (biochemistry, haematology and transfusion science, 
immunology, anatomical pathology, genetics and microbiology).
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-pathology

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 92510 Cognate bachelor’s degree with WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of 
relevant major. 
Admission intake quota applies (based on Selection GPA).

FFP Medical Scientist
Geneticist
Microbiologist

Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology
Gain extensive knowledge and skills in clinical exercise delivery to provide 
health modification counselling for people with chronic disease and injury.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-exercise-physiology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73520 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) accredited by Exercise 
& Sport Science Australia. Additional requirements and 
admission intake quotas apply.

CSP Clinical exercise physiologist
Strength and conditioning 
coach
Wellness coordinator

Master of Exercise Science
Be exposed to an advanced level of study with particular emphasis on 
movement science, biomechanics, pedagogy, health and sport psychology.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/exercise-science-thesis-and-coursework

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 51610 Bachelor of Science (Honours) with first class or upper second 
class honours in relevant field AND supervisor AND research 
topic.

RTP Sports scientist
Exercise scientist
Recreation manager

Master of Health Professions Education (Thesis and coursework)
This course fosters interdisciplinary discussion and collaboration, and is 
designed to suit a range of health professionals who seek to develop their 
knowledge and skills in health professional education. 
uwa.edu.au/study/mr/health-prof-education

1.5 Y FEB T+C UWA 90670 Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery OR
Doctor of Medicine OR relevant bachelor’s degree with one 
year relevant professional experience OR relevant Graduate 
Certificate/Diploma (WAM 70+).

RTP Health professions educator
Education researcher
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Master of Health Professions Education (Coursework and dissertation)
Designed to suit a range of health professionals who seek to develop their 
knowledge and skills in health professional education (HPE). Students can 
pursue a particular area of research interest within HPE.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/health-prof-education

1.5 Y FEB C+D UWA 90570 Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery OR Doctor of 
Medicine OR relevant bachelor’s degree with one year relevant 
professional experience OR relevant Graduate Certificate/
Diploma (WAM 65+).

CSP Health professions educator
Education researcher
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Master of Hearing Sciences 
Gain comprehensive theoretical knowledge, including anatomy and 
physiology of hearing and deafness, audiological instrumentation, 
assessment, rehabilitation and advanced communication devices.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hearing-sciences

2 N FEB C+D UWA 73560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+). FFP Audiology technician
Communication product 
developer
Newborn-hearing screener
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/aboriginal-health
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-human-performance
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/hearing-sciences
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Aboriginal Health
Investigate current issues regarding Aboriginal health and health care with 
due consideration to Aboriginal knowledge, western biomedical knowledge, 
ethics, and a range of research methodologies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/aboriginal-health

2 Y FEB T+C UWA 90690 Relevant bachelor’s degree OR relevant health-related 
professional experience.

RTP Health promotion officer 
Health and welfare services 
manager

Master of Applied Human Performance Science
Learn to apply scientific principles and techniques to improve human 
performance using the latest sport science knowledge.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-human-performance

1.5 N FEB, JUL C UWA 73570 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+)  
AND additional requirements.

FFP Sport scientist
Exercise scientist
Occupational health 
professional

Master of Bioinformatics
Develop in demand computational and data analysis skills to interpret new 
information being discovered in the fields of biology and medicine.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/bioinformatics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 70550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study. CSP Bioinformatician
Data scientist
Data analyst

Master of Biomedical Science
This course encompasses a range of biological, medical and health-related 
disciplines, addressing global health challenges such as obesity, cancer and 
cardiovascular disease.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biomedical-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71520 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary study 
in your chosen specialisation.

CSP Biomedical scientist
Clinical research associate
Medicinal chemist

Master of Biotechnology
This course offers a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology in 
combination with training in enterprise, commercialisation and intellectual 
property (IP) protection.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biotechnology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71580 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) AND prerequisites for the 
chosen specialisation.

CSP Biotechnologist
Biomanufacturing specialist
Business development 
manager

Master of Clinical Audiology 
Develop an understanding of the professional practice in clinical audiology 
and also benefit from extensive supervised clinical placements.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-audiology

2 N FEB C UWA 90540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+) AND Australian National Police 
Check AND personal statement.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Audiologist
Health promotion officer
Researcher

Master of Clinical Pathology
This course focuses on professional practice and the six major disciplines 
of clinical pathology (biochemistry, haematology and transfusion science, 
immunology, anatomical pathology, genetics and microbiology).
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-pathology

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 92510 Cognate bachelor’s degree with WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of 
relevant major. 
Admission intake quota applies (based on Selection GPA).

FFP Medical Scientist
Geneticist
Microbiologist

Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology
Gain extensive knowledge and skills in clinical exercise delivery to provide 
health modification counselling for people with chronic disease and injury.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-exercise-physiology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73520 Relevant bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+) accredited by Exercise 
& Sport Science Australia. Additional requirements and 
admission intake quotas apply.

CSP Clinical exercise physiologist
Strength and conditioning 
coach
Wellness coordinator

Master of Exercise Science
Be exposed to an advanced level of study with particular emphasis on 
movement science, biomechanics, pedagogy, health and sport psychology.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/exercise-science-thesis-and-coursework

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 51610 Bachelor of Science (Honours) with first class or upper second 
class honours in relevant field AND supervisor AND research 
topic.

RTP Sports scientist
Exercise scientist
Recreation manager

Master of Health Professions Education (Thesis and coursework)
This course fosters interdisciplinary discussion and collaboration, and is 
designed to suit a range of health professionals who seek to develop their 
knowledge and skills in health professional education. 
uwa.edu.au/study/mr/health-prof-education

1.5 Y FEB T+C UWA 90670 Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery OR
Doctor of Medicine OR relevant bachelor’s degree with one 
year relevant professional experience OR relevant Graduate 
Certificate/Diploma (WAM 70+).

RTP Health professions educator
Education researcher
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Master of Health Professions Education (Coursework and dissertation)
Designed to suit a range of health professionals who seek to develop their 
knowledge and skills in health professional education (HPE). Students can 
pursue a particular area of research interest within HPE.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/health-prof-education

1.5 Y FEB C+D UWA 90570 Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery OR Doctor of 
Medicine OR relevant bachelor’s degree with one year relevant 
professional experience OR relevant Graduate Certificate/
Diploma (WAM 65+).

CSP Health professions educator
Education researcher
Staff development educator
Medical educator
Clinical educator

Master of Hearing Sciences 
Gain comprehensive theoretical knowledge, including anatomy and 
physiology of hearing and deafness, audiological instrumentation, 
assessment, rehabilitation and advanced communication devices.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hearing-sciences

2 N FEB C+D UWA 73560 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+). FFP Audiology technician
Communication product 
developer
Newborn-hearing screener
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COURSE 
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COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Infectious Diseases
The Master of Infectious Diseases provides you with the knowledge and skills 
to accurately identify pathogens and develop policies for the prevention and 
immunity of infectious diseases.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/infectious-diseases

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 54540 Relevant bachelor’s degree with WAM 60+ in the Level 3 units 
OR bachelor’s degree AND three years relevant professional 
experience OR bachelor’s degree AND adequate research 
outputs OR Relevant Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist

Master of Pathology
This course provides Graduate Diploma graduates (from a cognate field) to 
design, conduct, analyse and write up a year long relevant research project.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/pathology

1 N FEB T+C UWA 92610 Cognate Graduate Diploma (WAM 65+) 
OR Master of Clinical Pathology
OR Master of Infectious Diseases.

RTP Research laboratory assistant
Biopharmaceutical researcher
Government research advisor

Master of Pharmacy
This accredited course provides advanced study in the areas of pharmacy 
practice, clinical pharmacy, pharmaceutics, medicinal
chemistry, pharmacotherapy and health systems, and includes practical 
training in community and hospital pharmacy.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/pharmacy

2 N JAN C UWA 51500 Bachelor’s degree AND Selection GPA 5.0+ AND prerequisites 
AND Australian National Police Check.
Assured Pathway, Indigenous Pathway, Rural Pathway.
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Community or hospital-
based pharmacist

Master of Public Health
Gain a strong foundation in the core fields of epidemiology, biostatistics, 
qualitative research methods, health economics and health promotion, plus 
the social context for health program delivery and evaluation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-health

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 91550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate (WAM 60+).

CSP Health promotion officer
Health and welfare services 
manager
Policy analyst

Master of Public Health with Specialisation
Specialise in Public Health Foundations, Applied Public Health or Public 
Health Methodology. Designed for those seeking a career as a public health 
practitioner or researcher in the health industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-health-specialisation

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 92550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate (WAM 60+).

CSP Health promotion officer
Health and welfare services 
manager
Policy analyst

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator
Outreach coordinator
Digital content producer

Master of Social Work
This course prepares beginning social work practitioners for employment in 
local, state and international human services agencies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 11550 Bachelor’s degree (Selection GPA 5.0+).
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S’ (EXTENDED)

Doctor of Clinical Dentistry
This is a three-year, full-time specialist training program for qualified 
dentists. Programs are offered in the following specialist areas: Endodontics, 
Oral Medicine, Orthodontics, Periodontics, Prosthodontics and Paediatric 
Dentistry.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/clinical-dentistry

3 N JAN C UWA 90840 Bachelor of Dental Science OR Doctor of Dental Medicine 
AND 2 years full-time relevant professional experience AND 
additional requirements.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Specialist dentist

Doctor of Dental Medicine
This four-year program leads to professional practice as a dentist. Based 
at The Oral Health Centre of WA, you’ll learn by treating patients under 
supervision by experienced and skilled tutors.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/dental-medicine

4 N JAN C UWA 91860 Bachelor’s degree AND GAMSAT (or MCAT or DAT for 
international applicants only) AND Selection GPA 5.5+. 
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

CSP Dentist

Doctor of Medicine
This course will prepare you with the professional attributes required for 
successful medical internships. Accredited by the Australian Medical 
Council, graduates can register for professional practice as a doctor.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/medicine

4 N JAN C UWA 91850 Bachelor’s degree AND GAMSAT (or MCAT for international 
applicants only) AND Selection GPA 5.5+. 
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

CSP Doctor
Medical specialist*

Doctor of Optometry
This course combines on-campus teaching and extended clinical 
placements with industry. You’ll be trained in the early detection, diagnosis, 
treatment and management of eye diseases and rehabilitation of conditions 
of the visual system.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/optometry

3 N JAN C UWA 91590 Bachelor’s degree in biomedical science or equivalent AND 
Australian National Police Check.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP / CSP Community or hospital-
based Optometrist
Public health policy adviser 
Researcher

*Requires further study
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Infectious Diseases
The Master of Infectious Diseases provides you with the knowledge and skills 
to accurately identify pathogens and develop policies for the prevention and 
immunity of infectious diseases.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/infectious-diseases

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 54540 Relevant bachelor’s degree with WAM 60+ in the Level 3 units 
OR bachelor’s degree AND three years relevant professional 
experience OR bachelor’s degree AND adequate research 
outputs OR Relevant Graduate Diploma (WAM 60+).
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist

Master of Pathology
This course provides Graduate Diploma graduates (from a cognate field) to 
design, conduct, analyse and write up a year long relevant research project.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/pathology

1 N FEB T+C UWA 92610 Cognate Graduate Diploma (WAM 65+) 
OR Master of Clinical Pathology
OR Master of Infectious Diseases.

RTP Research laboratory assistant
Biopharmaceutical researcher
Government research advisor

Master of Pharmacy
This accredited course provides advanced study in the areas of pharmacy 
practice, clinical pharmacy, pharmaceutics, medicinal
chemistry, pharmacotherapy and health systems, and includes practical 
training in community and hospital pharmacy.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/pharmacy

2 N JAN C UWA 51500 Bachelor’s degree AND Selection GPA 5.0+ AND prerequisites 
AND Australian National Police Check.
Assured Pathway, Indigenous Pathway, Rural Pathway.
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Community or hospital-
based pharmacist

Master of Public Health
Gain a strong foundation in the core fields of epidemiology, biostatistics, 
qualitative research methods, health economics and health promotion, plus 
the social context for health program delivery and evaluation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-health

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 91550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate (WAM 60+).

CSP Health promotion officer
Health and welfare services 
manager
Policy analyst

Master of Public Health with Specialisation
Specialise in Public Health Foundations, Applied Public Health or Public 
Health Methodology. Designed for those seeking a career as a public health 
practitioner or researcher in the health industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-health-specialisation

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 92550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 60+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate (WAM 60+).

CSP Health promotion officer
Health and welfare services 
manager
Policy analyst

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator
Outreach coordinator
Digital content producer

Master of Social Work
This course prepares beginning social work practitioners for employment in 
local, state and international human services agencies.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 11550 Bachelor’s degree (Selection GPA 5.0+).
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S’ (EXTENDED)

Doctor of Clinical Dentistry
This is a three-year, full-time specialist training program for qualified 
dentists. Programs are offered in the following specialist areas: Endodontics, 
Oral Medicine, Orthodontics, Periodontics, Prosthodontics and Paediatric 
Dentistry.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/clinical-dentistry

3 N JAN C UWA 90840 Bachelor of Dental Science OR Doctor of Dental Medicine 
AND 2 years full-time relevant professional experience AND 
additional requirements.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Specialist dentist

Doctor of Dental Medicine
This four-year program leads to professional practice as a dentist. Based 
at The Oral Health Centre of WA, you’ll learn by treating patients under 
supervision by experienced and skilled tutors.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/dental-medicine

4 N JAN C UWA 91860 Bachelor’s degree AND GAMSAT (or MCAT or DAT for 
international applicants only) AND Selection GPA 5.5+. 
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

CSP Dentist

Doctor of Medicine
This course will prepare you with the professional attributes required for 
successful medical internships. Accredited by the Australian Medical 
Council, graduates can register for professional practice as a doctor.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/medicine

4 N JAN C UWA 91850 Bachelor’s degree AND GAMSAT (or MCAT for international 
applicants only) AND Selection GPA 5.5+. 
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

CSP Doctor
Medical specialist*

Doctor of Optometry
This course combines on-campus teaching and extended clinical 
placements with industry. You’ll be trained in the early detection, diagnosis, 
treatment and management of eye diseases and rehabilitation of conditions 
of the visual system.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/optometry

3 N JAN C UWA 91590 Bachelor’s degree in biomedical science or equivalent AND 
Australian National Police Check.
Admission intake quota applies.

FFP / CSP Community or hospital-
based Optometrist
Public health policy adviser 
Researcher
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PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S’ (EXTENDED)

Doctor of Podiatric Medicine
Graduates of this comprehensive three-year course will be prepared to enter 
clinical practice as primary contact health care practitioners in the diagnosis 
and treatment of conditions affecting the foot and ankle.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatric-medicine

3 N JAN C UWA 91870 Bachelor’s degree AND Selection GPA 5.0+ AND prerequisites 
AND Australian National Police Check.
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Podiatrist
Public health policy adviser
Researcher

Doctor of Podiatric Surgery
The course provides theoretical knowledge and clinical skills in podiatric 
surgery, as well as advanced research skills, beyond the entry-level podiatry 
degrees resulting on a dissertation.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatric-surgery

3 PART-TIME 
ONLY

JAN C UWA 91830 Recognised General Podiatry degree AND Selection GPA 5.5 
AND current registration as a General Podiatrist in Australia 
AND two years relevant professional experience.
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

FFP Podiatric surgeon

Doctor of Podiatry
Available to qualified and experienced graduate podiatrists who wish 
to broaden their knowledge base of podiatric medicine via coursework, 
practicum units and independent doctoral-level clinical research on a topic 
of interest.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatry

3 Y FEB T+C UWA 90820 Recognised General Podiatry degree AND one year’s relevant 
professional experience.
Admission intake quota applies.

RTP Public health policy adviser
Researcher

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Audiology 
Develop your knowledge of clinical audiology with structured coursework 
units while pursuing new research with guidance from an expert supervisor.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-audiology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 00840 Bachelor’s honours degree with an upper second class 
Honours (2A) AND Australian National Police Check AND 
additional requirements.

FFP/RTP Audiologist
Academic
Researcher

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Infectious Diseases
This course enables students to undertake a PhD in their chosen discipline 
with the Master of Infectious Diseases, providing advanced training and 
research in infectious diseases.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/infectious-diseases

4 Y FEB T+C UWA 
01810/52520

Meet the requirements set out in Doctor of Philosophy Rule 2.
The Board of the Graduate Research School and the School of 
Biomedical Sciences will decide who is eligible.

FFP/RTP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

 “The best part about the course is 
the support the lecturers and staff 
provide. Because it’s a relatively 
small cohort, you become quite close 
with the other students, which also 
provides a great support system 
through your studies.” 
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PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S’ (EXTENDED)

Doctor of Podiatric Medicine
Graduates of this comprehensive three-year course will be prepared to enter 
clinical practice as primary contact health care practitioners in the diagnosis 
and treatment of conditions affecting the foot and ankle.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatric-medicine

3 N JAN C UWA 91870 Bachelor’s degree AND Selection GPA 5.0+ AND prerequisites 
AND Australian National Police Check.
Admission intake quota applies.

CSP Podiatrist
Public health policy adviser
Researcher

Doctor of Podiatric Surgery
The course provides theoretical knowledge and clinical skills in podiatric 
surgery, as well as advanced research skills, beyond the entry-level podiatry 
degrees resulting on a dissertation.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatric-surgery

3 PART-TIME 
ONLY

JAN C UWA 91830 Recognised General Podiatry degree AND Selection GPA 5.5 
AND current registration as a General Podiatrist in Australia 
AND two years relevant professional experience.
Admission intake quota/minimum eligibility requirements and 
competitive selection process applies.

FFP Podiatric surgeon

Doctor of Podiatry
Available to qualified and experienced graduate podiatrists who wish 
to broaden their knowledge base of podiatric medicine via coursework, 
practicum units and independent doctoral-level clinical research on a topic 
of interest.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatry

3 Y FEB T+C UWA 90820 Recognised General Podiatry degree AND one year’s relevant 
professional experience.
Admission intake quota applies.

RTP Public health policy adviser
Researcher

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Audiology 
Develop your knowledge of clinical audiology with structured coursework 
units while pursuing new research with guidance from an expert supervisor.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-audiology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 00840 Bachelor’s honours degree with an upper second class 
Honours (2A) AND Australian National Police Check AND 
additional requirements.

FFP/RTP Audiologist
Academic
Researcher

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Infectious Diseases
This course enables students to undertake a PhD in their chosen discipline 
with the Master of Infectious Diseases, providing advanced training and 
research in infectious diseases.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/infectious-diseases

4 Y FEB T+C UWA 
01810/52520

Meet the requirements set out in Doctor of Philosophy Rule 2.
The Board of the Graduate Research School and the School of 
Biomedical Sciences will decide who is eligible.

FFP/RTP Infectious diseases specialist
Biosecurity specialist
Medical specialist

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology
This course will acquaint you with current developments in forensic sciences 
of direct relevance to the application to forensic anthropology. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/forensic-anthropology

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 72280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Graduate Certificate in International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain 
expertise in international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/international-relations

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Graduate Certificate in Public Policy
This course is designed to give students an understanding of the role of the 
government in economic activity, public policy and legal decision making.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Graduate Certificate in Social Impact
This course teaches the critical leadership skills needed to manage 
organisations, businesses and social programs.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-impact

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

C UWA 40260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements. 
Five years relevant work experience and additional requirements.

FFP Social impact assessor
Social impact measurement 
consultant
Philanthropy professional

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication
This course provides an overview of the skills, knowledge and capabilities 
required to participate in the global communications environment across 
industry, government agencies and community organisations.
www.uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

Graduate Certificate in Translation Studies
This course offers foundational knowledge about translation and develops 
skills in translating from and into English and one of eight languages.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/translation-studies

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12220 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of major) AND 
demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen 
language.
Relevant education, professional and/or life skills AND 
demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen 
language.

CSP Professional translator
Intercultural consultant, 
language services manager
Foreign-language copywriter

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work
This course enables practising social workers with a minimum two years’ 
experience to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory and 
practice, and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 10370 Either relevant bachelor’s degree OR Graduate Certificate 
AND two years of experience as a professionally qualified social 
worker.

FFP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Graduate Diploma in Forensic Anthropology
This course will acquaint you with current developments in forensic sciences 
of direct relevance to the application of forensic anthropology. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/forensic-anthropology

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 72380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Graduate Diploma in International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain 
expertise in international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-relations

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication
This course focuses on advancing the skills, knowledge and 
capabilities required to successfully participate in the contemporary 
communications environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/strategic-communication

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

MASTER’S

Master of Arts (Creative Writing)
This research degree is designed for creative writers in any genre who wish to 
advance their academic and creative skills.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/arts

2 Y A R UWA 10710 Bachelor’s degree with first class or upper second class honours 
in creative writing AND additional requirements.

RTP Professional writer
Editor
Publisher 

Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies
This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia and 
teaches complementary skills in Business and Translation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

2.5-3 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12590 Refer to individual course rules for Master of Commerce and 
Master of Translation Studies.

FFP Language services manager
Intercultural business 
consultant
Business translator
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/forensic-anthropology
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COURSE 
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GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology
This course will acquaint you with current developments in forensic sciences 
of direct relevance to the application to forensic anthropology. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/forensic-anthropology

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 72280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Graduate Certificate in International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain 
expertise in international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/international-relations

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Graduate Certificate in Public Policy
This course is designed to give students an understanding of the role of the 
government in economic activity, public policy and legal decision making.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 42280 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Five years relevant work experience. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Graduate Certificate in Social Impact
This course teaches the critical leadership skills needed to manage 
organisations, businesses and social programs.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/social-impact

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

TRI 1, TRI 2, 
TRI 3

C UWA 40260 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience AND additional requirements. 
Five years relevant work experience and additional requirements.

FFP Social impact assessor
Social impact measurement 
consultant
Philanthropy professional

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication
This course provides an overview of the skills, knowledge and capabilities 
required to participate in the global communications environment across 
industry, government agencies and community organisations.
www.uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12240 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

Graduate Certificate in Translation Studies
This course offers foundational knowledge about translation and develops 
skills in translating from and into English and one of eight languages.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/translation-studies

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12220 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of major) AND 
demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen 
language.
Relevant education, professional and/or life skills AND 
demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen 
language.

CSP Professional translator
Intercultural consultant, 
language services manager
Foreign-language copywriter

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work
This course enables practising social workers with a minimum two years’ 
experience to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory and 
practice, and research methods.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/advanced-social-work

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 10370 Either relevant bachelor’s degree OR Graduate Certificate 
AND two years of experience as a professionally qualified social 
worker.

FFP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Graduate Diploma in Forensic Anthropology
This course will acquaint you with current developments in forensic sciences 
of direct relevance to the application of forensic anthropology. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/forensic-anthropology

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 72380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Graduate Diploma in International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain 
expertise in international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-relations

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 11380 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication
This course focuses on advancing the skills, knowledge and 
capabilities required to successfully participate in the contemporary 
communications environment.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/strategic-communication

1 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 12340 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Relevant Graduate Certificate.

CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

MASTER’S

Master of Arts (Creative Writing)
This research degree is designed for creative writers in any genre who wish to 
advance their academic and creative skills.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/arts

2 Y A R UWA 10710 Bachelor’s degree with first class or upper second class honours 
in creative writing AND additional requirements.

RTP Professional writer
Editor
Publisher 

Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies
This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia and 
teaches complementary skills in Business and Translation.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

2.5-3 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12590 Refer to individual course rules for Master of Commerce and 
Master of Translation Studies.

FFP Language services manager
Intercultural business 
consultant
Business translator
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/forensic-anthropology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/public-policy
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MASTER’S

Master of Environmental Planning
This course is designed for students wishing to gain practical skills and 
experience in planning for sustainable planning and development in both 
urban and rural environments.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 13550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Urban planner
Environmental consultant
Impact assessor 

Master of Forensic Anthropology
This course enables you to undertake advanced studies in forensic 
anthropology, while developing an in-depth knowledge of the 
human skeleton.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/forensic-anthropology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 72580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Master of International Development
Engage with the contemporary challenges of addressing poverty 
and inequality globally, and engage with the complex challenges of 
international development.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-development

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Two years relevant professional experience.

CSP International aid worker
United Nations
Policy analyst

Master of International Law and Master of International Relations
Give your international career a boost by completing two master’s degrees in 
international law and international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21540 See admission requirements for Master of International Law and 
Master of International Relations. 

CSP Intelligence analyst
Journalist
Parliamentarian

Master of International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain deep 
expertise in international relations and the skills and knowledge you need to 
tackle international issues.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-relations

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 11580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Master of Public Policy
The Master of Public Policy will give you a multidisciplinary understanding 
of the role of government in economic activity and public administration 
and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Communications officer
Health promotion officer
Marketing officer

Master of Social Work
This course prepares you for employment in local, state and international 
human services agencies. Benefit from our research-led teaching, based on 
up-to-date data allowing you to apply the most relevant theory to our social 
work practice.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 11550 Bachelor’s degree (GPA 5.0+). CSP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Master of Strategic Communication
Develop expertise in designing and managing communication strategies and 
projects across a range of media platforms and professional contexts. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

Master of Translation Studies
This quality professional course will train future translators in English and one 
of eight Asian and European languages.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/translation-studies

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12520 Relevant Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of major) 
AND native or near-native proficiency in the chosen language 
specialisation.

CSP Professional translator
Intercultural consultant 
Foreign-language copywriter

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/forensic-anthropology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-development
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/translation-studies
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MASTER’S

Master of Environmental Planning
This course is designed for students wishing to gain practical skills and 
experience in planning for sustainable planning and development in both 
urban and rural environments.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 13550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Five years relevant work experience.

FFP Urban planner
Environmental consultant
Impact assessor 

Master of Forensic Anthropology
This course enables you to undertake advanced studies in forensic 
anthropology, while developing an in-depth knowledge of the 
human skeleton.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/forensic-anthropology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 72580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

FFP Crime scene or forensic 
investigator
Consultant osteologist
Domestic or federal police 
officer

Master of International Development
Engage with the contemporary challenges of addressing poverty 
and inequality globally, and engage with the complex challenges of 
international development.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-development

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71550 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+).
Two years relevant professional experience.

CSP International aid worker
United Nations
Policy analyst

Master of International Law and Master of International Relations
Give your international career a boost by completing two master’s degrees in 
international law and international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21540 See admission requirements for Master of International Law and 
Master of International Relations. 

CSP Intelligence analyst
Journalist
Parliamentarian

Master of International Relations
This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain deep 
expertise in international relations and the skills and knowledge you need to 
tackle international issues.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-relations

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 11580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND relevant prior study.
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Diplomat
Policy analyst
International policy adviser

Master of Public Policy
The Master of Public Policy will give you a multidisciplinary understanding 
of the role of government in economic activity and public administration 
and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Two years relevant professional experience. 
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy analyst
Policy manager
Governance manager

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). CSP Communications officer
Health promotion officer
Marketing officer

Master of Social Work
This course prepares you for employment in local, state and international 
human services agencies. Benefit from our research-led teaching, based on 
up-to-date data allowing you to apply the most relevant theory to our social 
work practice.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work

2 Y FEB C or C+D UWA 11550 Bachelor’s degree (GPA 5.0+). CSP Social worker
Social policy adviser
Community services officer

Master of Strategic Communication
Develop expertise in designing and managing communication strategies and 
projects across a range of media platforms and professional contexts. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12540 Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Relevant Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma. 

CSP Media strategist
Public and corporate 
communication specialist
Strategic communication 
executive

Master of Translation Studies
This quality professional course will train future translators in English and one 
of eight Asian and European languages.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/translation-studies

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 12520 Relevant Bachelor’s degree (WAM 65+ in Level 3 units of major) 
AND native or near-native proficiency in the chosen language 
specialisation.

CSP Professional translator
Intercultural consultant 
Foreign-language copywriter

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/forensic-anthropology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-development
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/social-work
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/translation-studies
https://uwa.edu.au/study
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in International Law
Advance your knowledge in international law and open up career 
opportunities in government, non-government and private institutions.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-law

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

Beginning of 
year only

C UWA 21320 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Lawyer*

Graduate Diploma in Law
Expand your knowledge of the legal system as a next step to furthering your 
career in law. Available to law graduates.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law

0.5 Y A C UWA 20320 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Lawyer* 
Policy analyst 
Government officer 
 

Graduate Diploma in Law, Policy and Government
This graduate diploma is available to law and non-law graduates seeking an 
advanced understanding of socio-legal theory and policy development.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law-policy-government

0.5 Y A C UWA 21340 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

FFP Policy adviser
Political staffer
Researcher Politician

Graduate Diploma in Insurance Law
Expand your knowledge of insurance law with a view to joining or advancing 
your career in the insurance industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/insurance-law

2 Y Beginning of 
year and mid-
year (mid-year 
intake for part-
time study only)

C UWA 21380 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Insurance claims manager 
Insurance lawyer* 
Insurance actuary* 

Graduate Diploma in Natural Resources Law
Expand your knowledge of and further your career in the highly regulated 
areas of mining, energy and natural resources. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/natural-resources-law

0.5 Y A C UWA 21360 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Environmental adviser
General counsel*
Investment banker
Lawyer*
Resources consultant

Graduate Diploma in Taxation Law
Develop an advanced understanding of the technicalities of tax law in a 
range of specialist areas. Available to taxation law professionals. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/taxation-law

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 21350 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Chief Financial Officer
Financial investment adviser
Tax adviser

MASTER’S

Master of Business Administration and Master of Laws
Further your professional knowledge in law while gaining leadership and 
management skills. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws

2-2.5 N MBA: TRI 1,  
TRI 2, TRI 3
Master of Laws: A

C or C+D UWA 43530 See admission requirements for MBA and Master of Laws FFP Legal consultant 
Business Administration 
Manager 
Policy and Planning Manager

Master of International Law
Advance your knowledge in international law and open up career 
opportunities in government, non-government and private sectors. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law

1 Y A C UWA 21520 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Lawyer*

Master of International Law and Master of International Relations
Give your international career a boost by completing two master’s degrees in 
international law and international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21540 See admission requirements for Master of International Law 
and Master of International Relations. 

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Parliamentarian

Master of Laws
Study with the next generation of leaders in legal practice, government, 
business and the not-for-profit sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/laws

1 Y A C UWA 20500 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.

FFP Lawyer* 
CEO
General counsel
Legal adviser

Master of Law, Policy and Government
This master’s degree is available to law and non-law graduates seeking an 
advanced understanding of socio-legal theory and policy development.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/law-policy-government

1 Y A C UWA 21530 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

FFP Policy adviser
Political staffer
Researcher Politician

* With relevant prior qualifications

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law-policy-government
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/insurance-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/natural-resources-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/taxation-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/laws
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/law-policy-government
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA

Graduate Diploma in International Law
Advance your knowledge in international law and open up career 
opportunities in government, non-government and private institutions.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-law

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

Beginning of 
year only

C UWA 21320 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Lawyer*

Graduate Diploma in Law
Expand your knowledge of the legal system as a next step to furthering your 
career in law. Available to law graduates.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law

0.5 Y A C UWA 20320 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Lawyer* 
Policy analyst 
Government officer 
 

Graduate Diploma in Law, Policy and Government
This graduate diploma is available to law and non-law graduates seeking an 
advanced understanding of socio-legal theory and policy development.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law-policy-government

0.5 Y A C UWA 21340 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

FFP Policy adviser
Political staffer
Researcher Politician

Graduate Diploma in Insurance Law
Expand your knowledge of insurance law with a view to joining or advancing 
your career in the insurance industry.
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/insurance-law

2 Y Beginning of 
year and mid-
year (mid-year 
intake for part-
time study only)

C UWA 21380 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Insurance claims manager 
Insurance lawyer* 
Insurance actuary* 

Graduate Diploma in Natural Resources Law
Expand your knowledge of and further your career in the highly regulated 
areas of mining, energy and natural resources. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/natural-resources-law

0.5 Y A C UWA 21360 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Environmental adviser
General counsel*
Investment banker
Lawyer*
Resources consultant

Graduate Diploma in Taxation Law
Develop an advanced understanding of the technicalities of tax law in a 
range of specialist areas. Available to taxation law professionals. 
uwa.edu.au/study/gd/taxation-law

0.5 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 21350 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Chief Financial Officer
Financial investment adviser
Tax adviser

MASTER’S

Master of Business Administration and Master of Laws
Further your professional knowledge in law while gaining leadership and 
management skills. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws

2-2.5 N MBA: TRI 1,  
TRI 2, TRI 3
Master of Laws: A

C or C+D UWA 43530 See admission requirements for MBA and Master of Laws FFP Legal consultant 
Business Administration 
Manager 
Policy and Planning Manager

Master of International Law
Advance your knowledge in international law and open up career 
opportunities in government, non-government and private sectors. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law

1 Y A C UWA 21520 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.  
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Lawyer*

Master of International Law and Master of International Relations
Give your international career a boost by completing two master’s degrees in 
international law and international relations.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

2-2.5 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21540 See admission requirements for Master of International Law 
and Master of International Relations. 

CSP Diplomat
Human rights advocate 
Parliamentarian

Master of Laws
Study with the next generation of leaders in legal practice, government, 
business and the not-for-profit sector.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/laws

1 Y A C UWA 20500 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws.

FFP Lawyer* 
CEO
General counsel
Legal adviser

Master of Law, Policy and Government
This master’s degree is available to law and non-law graduates seeking an 
advanced understanding of socio-legal theory and policy development.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/law-policy-government

1 Y A C UWA 21530 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+). 
Bachelor’s degree (WAM 50+) AND two years relevant 
professional experience.

FFP Policy adviser
Political staffer
Researcher Politician

Law

https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law-policy-government
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gd/insurance-law
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/laws
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/law-policy-government
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Legal Practice
Graduate ready to undertake practical legal training and apply for admission 
as a lawyer with the Legal Practice Board of WA.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/legal-practice

2 Y Non standard 
(pre semester 
one), SEM 1, 
SEM 2

C UWA 21560 Legal Practice Board of Western Australia assessment AND 
either Juris Doctor OR Bachelor of Laws.

FFP Lawyer*
Legal adviser
CEO
Consultant
General counsel

Master of Mining and Energy Law
Gain expertise to pursue careers in the mining and energy industries. 
Available to both legal and non-legal professionals. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mining-energy-law

1 Y A C UWA 20550 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Environmental adviser
Investment banker
Lawyer*
Policy adviser
Resources consultant

Master of Public Policy
This course will give you a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of 
government in economic activity and public administration and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.  
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy adviser
Policy analyst
Governance officer

Master of Resources and International Commercial Law
Gain the knowledge and skills needed for a future in the rapidly expanding 
resources sector, and learn about the wide range of legal considerations 
across the sector. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commercial-resources-law

1 Y A C UWA 20560 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP General Counsel*
Lawyer*
Manager 
Private equity adviser
Resources consultant

Master of Taxation Law
Tax law impacts the outcomes of all business and work activities. Distinguish 
yourself with specialist knowledge in this globally critical field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/taxation-law

1 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21550 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Chief Financial Officer
Financial investment adviser
Tax adviser

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S DEGREE (EXTENDED)

Juris Doctor
Gain comprehensive training and an internationally recognised and 
accredited qualification for a successful and demanding career in law. 
uwa.edu.au/study/d/juris-doctor

3 Y Beginning of 
year only

PPD UWA 20820 Bachelor’s degree (Selection GPA 5.5+). 
Indigenous Pathway. 
Assured Pathway. 
Equity and Diversity Pathway. 
Alternative Experience Pathway. 
Completed one semester of equivalent Juris Doctor course at 
another Australian University (WAM 60).  
Admission Intake quota applies.

CSP and FFP Lawyer
CEO
General Counsel
Politician
Consultant

RESEARCH

Doctor of Juridical Science
Gain distinguished professional recognition for high-quality research and 
secure a platform for achieving publication of your research outputs. 
uwa.edu.au/study/d/juridical-science

3 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 20810 Bachelor of Laws with first or upper second class honours. 
Juris Doctor (WAM 70+) including a 12 point research project. 
Master of Laws (WAM 70+) including a 12 point research project. 
Bachelor’s degree in Law AND adequate research preparation 
AND two years relevant professional experience. 
Refer to Handbook for additional pathways.

RTP Lawyer 

* With relevant prior qualifications.

POSTGRADUATE 

Law

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

PPD Professional Practice Master’s 

 Degree (Extended)
R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

https://uwa.edu.au/study
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/legal-practice
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/mining-energy-law
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy
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https://uwa.edu.au/study/d/juridical-science
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COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Legal Practice
Graduate ready to undertake practical legal training and apply for admission 
as a lawyer with the Legal Practice Board of WA.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/legal-practice

2 Y Non standard 
(pre semester 
one), SEM 1, 
SEM 2

C UWA 21560 Legal Practice Board of Western Australia assessment AND 
either Juris Doctor OR Bachelor of Laws.

FFP Lawyer*
Legal adviser
CEO
Consultant
General counsel

Master of Mining and Energy Law
Gain expertise to pursue careers in the mining and energy industries. 
Available to both legal and non-legal professionals. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/mining-energy-law

1 Y A C UWA 20550 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP Environmental adviser
Investment banker
Lawyer*
Policy adviser
Resources consultant

Master of Public Policy
This course will give you a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of 
government in economic activity and public administration and governance.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 42580 Bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.  
Relevant Graduate Certificate. 

FFP Policy adviser
Policy analyst
Governance officer

Master of Resources and International Commercial Law
Gain the knowledge and skills needed for a future in the rapidly expanding 
resources sector, and learn about the wide range of legal considerations 
across the sector. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/commercial-resources-law

1 Y A C UWA 20560 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

CSP General Counsel*
Lawyer*
Manager 
Private equity adviser
Resources consultant

Master of Taxation Law
Tax law impacts the outcomes of all business and work activities. Distinguish 
yourself with specialist knowledge in this globally critical field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/taxation-law

1 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 21550 Juris Doctor. 
Bachelor of Laws. 
Cognate bachelor’s degree.  
Bachelor’s degree AND two years relevant professional 
experience.

FFP Chief Financial Officer
Financial investment adviser
Tax adviser

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE MASTER’S DEGREE (EXTENDED)

Juris Doctor
Gain comprehensive training and an internationally recognised and 
accredited qualification for a successful and demanding career in law. 
uwa.edu.au/study/d/juris-doctor

3 Y Beginning of 
year only

PPD UWA 20820 Bachelor’s degree (Selection GPA 5.5+). 
Indigenous Pathway. 
Assured Pathway. 
Equity and Diversity Pathway. 
Alternative Experience Pathway. 
Completed one semester of equivalent Juris Doctor course at 
another Australian University (WAM 60).  
Admission Intake quota applies.

CSP and FFP Lawyer
CEO
General Counsel
Politician
Consultant

RESEARCH

Doctor of Juridical Science
Gain distinguished professional recognition for high-quality research and 
secure a platform for achieving publication of your research outputs. 
uwa.edu.au/study/d/juridical-science

3 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 20810 Bachelor of Laws with first or upper second class honours. 
Juris Doctor (WAM 70+) including a 12 point research project. 
Master of Laws (WAM 70+) including a 12 point research project. 
Bachelor’s degree in Law AND adequate research preparation 
AND two years relevant professional experience. 
Refer to Handbook for additional pathways.

RTP Lawyer 

* With relevant prior qualifications.

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.

Law
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POSTGRADUATE 

Mathematics, Molecular and Physical Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Data Science
Gain the skills to transform data into intelligence and become a sought-after 
expert at the forefront of this rapidly expanding field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 62530 Bachelor's degree (WAM 65+) and Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

FFP Data scientist 
Data analyst 
Management consultant

Master of Energy Geoscience
Gain advanced skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and 
integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and 
energy geoscience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/energy-geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73540 Bachelor of Geology (WAM 50+). CSP Geoscientist 
Geophysicist 
Mining consultant

Master of Geoscience
Gain advanced knowledge of key geological concepts and geological 
processes operating at global to local scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72550 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Geologist 
Geological surveyor 
Geophysicist

Master of Hydrogeology
Develop your understanding of complex hydrogeological processes 
and the impacts of human activity and environmental change on 
groundwater systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hydrogeology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72540 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study. 

CSP Hydrogeologist 
Environmental consultant 
Researcher

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher 
Renewable energy 
developer 
Marine conservationist

Master of Oceanography
Develop an in-depth understanding of dynamic marine and coastal systems 
and develop skills to tackle ocean challenges.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/oceanography

1.5-2 Y  FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71590 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

FFP Oceanographer 
Coastal manager 
Marine consultant

Master of Ore Deposit Geology
Gain high-quality advanced knowledge and skills in the geology and 
evaluation of ore deposits, and mineral exploration.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

1 Y A C UWA 70590 Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience (WAM 50+) AND two 
years relevant professional experience OR 
Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours (WAM 50+).

CSP Geologist 
Mining consultant 
Researcher

Master of Physics
You can take the Master of Physics in either Astronomy and Astrophysics, 
Computational Physics, Experimental Physics, Medical Physics or 
Theoretical Physics. The Master of Physics (Medical Physics) is accredited 
by The Australasian College of Physical Scientists & Engineers in Medicine 
(ACPSEM).
uwa.edu.au/study/m/physics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 53560 Bachelor's degree (WAM 65+) in physics, or equivalent 
qualification. 

CSP Research scientist 
Astronomer 
Medical physicist

Master of Science
In this research degree you’ll enhance your research skills and experience by 
completing in-depth study in a scientific area.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 70630 Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class Honours 
(2A) AND research supervisor.

RTP Academic 
University lecturer 
Scientist

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator 
Outreach coordinator 
Digital content producer

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework
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POSTGRADUATE 

Mathematics, Molecular and Physical Sciences

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Data Science
Gain the skills to transform data into intelligence and become a sought-after 
expert at the forefront of this rapidly expanding field.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 62530 Bachelor's degree (WAM 65+) and Mathematics Applications 
ATAR (or equivalent).

FFP Data scientist 
Data analyst 
Management consultant

Master of Energy Geoscience
Gain advanced skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and 
integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and 
energy geoscience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/energy-geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 73540 Bachelor of Geology (WAM 50+). CSP Geoscientist 
Geophysicist 
Mining consultant

Master of Geoscience
Gain advanced knowledge of key geological concepts and geological 
processes operating at global to local scales.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/geoscience

2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72550 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

CSP Geologist 
Geological surveyor 
Geophysicist

Master of Hydrogeology
Develop your understanding of complex hydrogeological processes 
and the impacts of human activity and environmental change on 
groundwater systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/hydrogeology

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 72540 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study. 

CSP Hydrogeologist 
Environmental consultant 
Researcher

Master of Ocean Leadership
Develop the skills needed to work in a range of marine-related fields to 
strategically address human challenges in ocean systems.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 62540 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). FFP Marine researcher 
Renewable energy 
developer 
Marine conservationist

Master of Oceanography
Develop an in-depth understanding of dynamic marine and coastal systems 
and develop skills to tackle ocean challenges.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/oceanography

1.5-2 Y  FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 71590 Bachelor of Science (WAM 50+) with relevant prior tertiary 
study.

FFP Oceanographer 
Coastal manager 
Marine consultant

Master of Ore Deposit Geology
Gain high-quality advanced knowledge and skills in the geology and 
evaluation of ore deposits, and mineral exploration.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

1 Y A C UWA 70590 Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience (WAM 50+) AND two 
years relevant professional experience OR 
Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours (WAM 50+).

CSP Geologist 
Mining consultant 
Researcher

Master of Physics
You can take the Master of Physics in either Astronomy and Astrophysics, 
Computational Physics, Experimental Physics, Medical Physics or 
Theoretical Physics. The Master of Physics (Medical Physics) is accredited 
by The Australasian College of Physical Scientists & Engineers in Medicine 
(ACPSEM).
uwa.edu.au/study/m/physics

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 53560 Bachelor's degree (WAM 65+) in physics, or equivalent 
qualification. 

CSP Research scientist 
Astronomer 
Medical physicist

Master of Science
In this research degree you’ll enhance your research skills and experience by 
completing in-depth study in a scientific area.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science

1 Y FEB, JUL T+C UWA 70630 Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class Honours 
(2A) AND research supervisor.

RTP Academic 
University lecturer 
Scientist

Master of Science Communication
Gain the skills to develop content, tools, and strategies that will ensure 
communities can access, understand, and act on scientific information. 
uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

1.5-2 Y FEB, JUL C or C+D UWA 51580 Bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). CSP Science communicator 
Outreach coordinator 
Digital content producer

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.
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POSTGRADUATE 

Music and Fine Arts
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Biological Arts
This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or 
humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative bioresearch.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 71530 Relevant bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). FFP Academic 
Artistic director 
Visual arts professional

Master of Curatorial Studies in Fine Arts (Research)
This specialist degree provides a high status and professional qualification 
for those wishing to enter the museum profession as curators, exhibition 
organisers or researchers.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts

2 Y A R UWA 25770 Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts, or Bachelor of Fine Arts 
OR equivalent qualification (WAM 50+).

RTP Museum curator  
Gallery curator 
Arts administrator

Master of Fine Arts (Research)
Pursue your passion with a supervised research and arts practice experience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/fine-arts

2 Y A R UWA 25740 Relevant bachelor's degree from this University OR equivalent 
qualification AND completed requirements for qualification 
in art practice from a recognised tertiary institution AND 
additional requirements.

RTP Arts professional 
Arts administrator 
Visual arts professional

Master of Music (Research)
Pursue your passion with a supervised research experience in the field  
of music.
uwa.edu.au/study/courses/master-of-music

1 Y A R UWA 10720 Bachelor of Music with honours or Bachelor of Arts with 
honours of this University OR equivalent qualification AND 
additional requirements.

RTP Musician 
Music teacher 
Music professional

RESEARCH

Doctor of Musical Arts 
The Doctor of Musical Arts is a program of independent, supervised research 
and creative work, which can be in either composition or performance.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/musical-arts

3 Y A R UWA 10940 In composition a folio of original compositions must be 
submitted. In performance an audition is required. All 
applicants must undergo an interview.

RTP Musician 
Music teacher 
Music professional

The Callaway Music Auditorium is a noteworthy 
performance space designed for ensemble rehearsals, 
lectures, recitals, performances and workshops. The 
auditorium creates an opportunity for students to gain 
performance experience, from playing as a solo performer 
to participating in a full symphony orchestra or choir.

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework
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POSTGRADUATE 

Music and Fine Arts
COURSE

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

MASTER’S

Master of Biological Arts
This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or 
humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative bioresearch.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts

1.5 Y FEB, JUL C+D UWA 71530 Relevant bachelor's degree (WAM 50+). FFP Academic 
Artistic director 
Visual arts professional

Master of Curatorial Studies in Fine Arts (Research)
This specialist degree provides a high status and professional qualification 
for those wishing to enter the museum profession as curators, exhibition 
organisers or researchers.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts

2 Y A R UWA 25770 Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts, or Bachelor of Fine Arts 
OR equivalent qualification (WAM 50+).

RTP Museum curator  
Gallery curator 
Arts administrator

Master of Fine Arts (Research)
Pursue your passion with a supervised research and arts practice experience.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/fine-arts

2 Y A R UWA 25740 Relevant bachelor's degree from this University OR equivalent 
qualification AND completed requirements for qualification 
in art practice from a recognised tertiary institution AND 
additional requirements.

RTP Arts professional 
Arts administrator 
Visual arts professional

Master of Music (Research)
Pursue your passion with a supervised research experience in the field  
of music.
uwa.edu.au/study/courses/master-of-music

1 Y A R UWA 10720 Bachelor of Music with honours or Bachelor of Arts with 
honours of this University OR equivalent qualification AND 
additional requirements.

RTP Musician 
Music teacher 
Music professional

RESEARCH

Doctor of Musical Arts 
The Doctor of Musical Arts is a program of independent, supervised research 
and creative work, which can be in either composition or performance.
uwa.edu.au/study/d/musical-arts

3 Y A R UWA 10940 In composition a folio of original compositions must be 
submitted. In performance an audition is required. All 
applicants must undergo an interview.

RTP Musician 
Music teacher 
Music professional

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.

M
usic Fine A
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POSTGRADUATE 

Psychology

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis
This course will provide you with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills 
required to participate in multidisciplinary team assessments for autism.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis

1 Y FEB C UWA 70230 Relevant bachelor’s degree AND interview. Accredited 
relevant bachelor’s honours degree AND additional 
requirements. Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Assessment team leader
Specialist autism team 
coordinator
Clinical services coordinator

Graduate Certificate in Business Psychology
In this course you’ll learn how to use insights from applied psychological 
science to create better workplaces.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL C UWA 73290 Bachelor's degree (WAM 60+). CSP Organisational development 
coordinator 
Team leader 
Change leader

Graduate Certificate in the Diagnosis and Assessment of Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Develop specialist knowledge and clinical skills required to participate in 
team-based diagnosis and assessment of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 
(FASD).
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/fetal-alcohol-spectrum-disorders

1 Y FEB C UWA 73260 Relevant bachelor’s OR postgraduate degree AND additional 
requirements.
Accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology AND 
additional requirements.

CSP Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional
Medical researcher
Coordinator of clinical 
services

MASTER’S

Master of Business Psychology
Gain training in the application of psychological theories and principles to 
workplace settings to improve organisational performance and employee 
well-being.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-psychology

2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 73550 60 WAM or completed a Graduate Certificate in Business 
Psychology at UWA with a weighted average mark of at least 
50 per cent.

CSP Organisational development 
manager 
Human resources manager 
Change leader

Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Learn to apply specialist psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces, 
with the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality 
of work-life.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 53580 Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP Psychologist 
Organisational psychologist 
Workplace relations adviser

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Neuropsychology
Gain the necessary academic and practical foundations, skills and 
experience to become competent clinicians grounded in the scientist-
practitioner tradition.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-neuropsychology

4 Y FEB T+C UWA 
01890/54590

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP Neuropsychologist 
Psychologist 
Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Psychology
Acquire the skills to practice as a clinical psychologist, whilst making an 
original contribution to knowledge concerning clinical psychology through 
doctoral research.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 
01870/54570

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP
Psychologist 
Clinical psychologist 
Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational 
Psychology
Gain specialised skills in assessment, treatment and intervention, 
alongside a wide range of important research competencies, to improve 
organisational effectiveness.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 
01880/54580

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP Organisational psychologist 
Analyst 
Workplace relations adviser

KEY

DELIVERY MODE

 Face-to-face 
 Online timetabled 
 Online timetabled plus some 

 additional intensive on-campus study

COURSE TYPE
C Coursework

C+D Coursework and dissertation

C or C+D 
Coursework or coursework and 
dissertation

C+T Coursework and thesis

D Dissertation

GC Graduate Certificate

N/A Not applicable

R Research

T Thesis

T+C Thesis and coursework

Ps
yc

ho
lo
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https://uwa.edu.au/study
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POSTGRADUATE 

Psychology

COURSE
FULL-TIME 
(YEARS)

PART-TIME 
AVAILABLE

DELIVERY 
MODE INTAKE

COURSE 
TYPE

COURSE 
CODES ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FEE TYPE CAREERS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis
This course will provide you with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills 
required to participate in multidisciplinary team assessments for autism.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis

1 Y FEB C UWA 70230 Relevant bachelor’s degree AND interview. Accredited 
relevant bachelor’s honours degree AND additional 
requirements. Admission intake quota applies.

FFP Assessment team leader
Specialist autism team 
coordinator
Clinical services coordinator

Graduate Certificate in Business Psychology
In this course you’ll learn how to use insights from applied psychological 
science to create better workplaces.
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology

1 PART-TIME 
ONLY

FEB, JUL C UWA 73290 Bachelor's degree (WAM 60+). CSP Organisational development 
coordinator 
Team leader 
Change leader

Graduate Certificate in the Diagnosis and Assessment of Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Develop specialist knowledge and clinical skills required to participate in 
team-based diagnosis and assessment of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 
(FASD).
uwa.edu.au/study/gc/fetal-alcohol-spectrum-disorders

1 Y FEB C UWA 73260 Relevant bachelor’s OR postgraduate degree AND additional 
requirements.
Accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology AND 
additional requirements.

CSP Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional
Medical researcher
Coordinator of clinical 
services

MASTER’S

Master of Business Psychology
Gain training in the application of psychological theories and principles to 
workplace settings to improve organisational performance and employee 
well-being.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-psychology

2 Y FEB, JUL C UWA 73550 60 WAM or completed a Graduate Certificate in Business 
Psychology at UWA with a weighted average mark of at least 
50 per cent.

CSP Organisational development 
manager 
Human resources manager 
Change leader

Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Learn to apply specialist psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces, 
with the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality 
of work-life.
uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology

2 Y FEB C+D UWA 53580 Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP Psychologist 
Organisational psychologist 
Workplace relations adviser

RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Neuropsychology
Gain the necessary academic and practical foundations, skills and 
experience to become competent clinicians grounded in the scientist-
practitioner tradition.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-neuropsychology

4 Y FEB T+C UWA 
01890/54590

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP Neuropsychologist 
Psychologist 
Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Psychology
Acquire the skills to practice as a clinical psychologist, whilst making an 
original contribution to knowledge concerning clinical psychology through 
doctoral research.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 
01870/54570

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP
Psychologist 
Clinical psychologist 
Health diagnostic and 
promotion professional

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational 
Psychology
Gain specialised skills in assessment, treatment and intervention, 
alongside a wide range of important research competencies, to improve 
organisational effectiveness.
uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology

4 N FEB T+C UWA 
01880/54580

Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a 
psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, including 
meeting the Board's English language registration standard. 
An accredited bachelor's honours degree in psychology with at 
least an upper second class Honours (2A).

CSP/RTP Organisational psychologist 
Analyst 
Workplace relations adviser

KEY

FEES
CSP Commonwealth Supported Place

FFP Full Fee Paying

INTAKE
A Throughout the year

Information current at time of printing and 
subject to change. The information listed in 
the table above is an overview only.  

See uwa.edu.au/study for more  
detailed information.

Psychology

https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/gc/fetal-alcohol-spectrum-disorders
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-neuropsychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology
https://uwa.edu.au/study


Research at UWA

Our research training and high-quality supervision 
will support you to tackle global, regional or local 
issues, turning your research into economic, social and 
environmental benefits. You'll also develop a broad 
spectrum of transferable skills and will be offered a range 
of professional development opportunities, such as 
internships and other forms of engagement, with research 
end-users.

UWA offers a range of research scholarships encouraging 
you to pursue excellence in your studies. We also have 
flexible study options, including part-time and online study 
arrangements.

The UWA Student Community offers many social activities 
and clubs to keep you engaged, as well as support services 
and high-quality accommodation options.

uwa.edu.au/study/research

The University of Western Australia attracts world-class 
researchers, who are ready to supervise you through your
higher degree program. We are:
• a world top 100 University (QS 2023)
• a member of the Group of Eight network of Australia’s 

leading universities
• in the world’s top 50 for a range of research areas  

(QS 2022 and ARWU 2021)
• in receipt of 56 per cent of university research  

funding in WA 

UWA is home to two Nobel Prize for Medicine laureates – 
professors Barry Marshall and Robin Warren – and Fields
Medallist Professor Akshay Venkatesh is also an alumnus.

We host 12 highly cited researchers and more than 60 
academics across all of Australia’s learned academies.  
Our programs have fostered a Prime Minister and state 
premiers, as well as business and political leaders nationally 
and internationally.

Located in the time zone with the largest proportion of the 
world's population, UWA has built strong collaborative links 
with other universities, research institutes, businesses and 
governments all over the world.

Open up a world of learning opportunities with a higher degree by research at UWA.
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Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 

UWA COURSE CODE: 00810 
INTAKE: Throughout the year
DURATION: 4 years full time 

The PhD is a program of independent, supervised research 
assessed by examination of the thesis. This includes an 
oral examination (viva voce) and, for some doctorates, 
may include a creative component. The work presented 
for a PhD must be a substantial and original contribution 
to scholarship, demonstrating mastery of the subject and 
advancing the field of knowledge.

uwa.edu.au/study/d/philosophy

Master of Philosophy (MPhil)
 
UWA COURSE CODE: 00710 
INTAKE: Throughout the year
DURATION: 2 years full time 

The MPhil is a program of independent, supervised 
research in which students are required to show an 
advanced and integrated understanding of a complex 
body of knowledge in one or more fields of study. 
Assessment is by written examination of the thesis.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/philosophy

PhD/MPhil admission requirements
Approval for admission to a PhD/MPhil requires an 
applicant to demonstrate that they have sufficient 
background and experience in independent supervised
research to successfully complete the course, and for 
the University to ensure that appropriate supervision 
and resourcing are available. Applicants are required to 
demonstrate that they have met the requirements of the 
University Policy on Adequate Research Preparation
(uwa.edu.au/policy/home) and any other requirements 
for admission of the University, and
(a) have a bachelor’s degree of this University or 

equivalent qualification;

A postgraduate research degree provides a unique opportunity to pursue your scholarly 
interests and extend your understanding of a subject area.
Supported by an expert supervisory team, you'll develop advanced analytical, project management and communication 
skills, as well as the ability to work independently on complex problems.

or
(b) (i) have previously undertaken work, of a sufficiently 

high standard, towards a higher degree by research 
in this or another approved institution but not have 
submitted it for any degree; and

 (ii) have completed an appropriate PhD/MPhil 
research proposal. A student who wishes to 
undertake a PhD/MPhil in the field of creative 
writing must, in addition, submit a substantial 
folio of published creative work, normally in the 
form of one or more books. Prior to enrolment, 
all applicants are required to demonstrate 
that they have met the University’s English 
language requirements.  

uwa.edu.au/study/research/elc

Master of Research (MRes) 

UWA COURSE CODE: 00720 
INTAKE: January
DURATION: 2 years full time1

The MRes is designed to broaden options for honours 
students who wish to expand their research output, 
but have been unsure about transitioning straight from 
honours to PhD. The first year of the course comprises the 
honours year, and students who are admitted to the MRes 
proceed directly from the honours year into the second 
year of the MRes.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/research

MRes admission requirements
By completing the requirements of an end-on honours 
degree at UWA or another recognised Australian tertiary 
institution, with a weighted average mark of at least  
70 per cent, but not had the degree conferred.

1 One year if honours is completed.

For further information visit handbooks.uwa.edu.au. For information regarding fees, refer to the Fee Calculator fees.uwa.edu.au/calculator

Research degrees
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Fees

Commonwealth Supported Places (CSP)
A CSP means that your course tuition fees are subsidised 
by the Australian Government. If you’re offered a CSP, 
you’ll only need to pay the ‘student contribution’ fee 
which varies depending on the units in which you enrol. 
You may also be eligible to defer payment of your student 
contribution amount via the HECS-HELP loan scheme.

Full Fee Paying Places (FFP)
A FFP means that you’ll need to pay the full course tuition 
fee. You may be eligible to access the FEE-HELP loan 
scheme to defer paying your fees. Your employer may also 
consider assisting you with the cost of your course if it’s 
related to your current position.

Research Training Program (RTP)
The RTP provides Fees Offset Scholarships to domestic 
students undertaking doctorates (up to four years full time 
or part-time equivalent) and master’s by research (up to 
two years full time or part-time equivalent). 
uwa.edu.au/study/fees-and-scholarships/research-
training-program

Advanced Standing/Credit 
You may be able to reduce your overall study time and 
tuition cost by having your work and previous study 
experience recognised as Advanced Standing/Credit 
(recognition of prior learning). 
uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/enrolment

Student Services and Amenities Fee 
(SSAF)
The SSAF is a compulsory fee that directly benefits all 
UWA students. The fee is used to provide a range of 
recreational, sporting, social and educational facilities and 
services, including student representation. 
uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/fees-and-payments/
ssaf 

Other costs 
For further information and advice on the other costs 
associated with your study, visit uwa.edu.au/study/
student-life/cost-of-living

For further information regarding your fee type, eligibility, 
and calculating your fees, visit uwa.edu.au/students/my-
course/fees-and-payments

HECS-Help
HECS-HELP is a government loan 
scheme that allows eligible CSP 
students to defer their student 
contribution fee payment. For more 
information and eligibly criteria visit 
studyassist.gov.au/help-loans/
hecs-help 

Financial support
FEE-Help
FEE-HELP is a loan scheme that 
allows eligible FFP students to defer 
their tuition fees at university.

For more information on FEE-HELP 
and eligibly criteria visit studyassist.
gov.au/help-loans/fee-help

Your tuition fees vary depending on what you choose to study and the type of student you are. 
You can find out more about fees for your chosen course at fees.uwa.edu.au 

Scholarships
UWA offers a wide range of 
scholarships to further support you 
with your studies. 
uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/
explore
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English language 
    requirements

Successful university study demands a high level of English language skills. For this reason, 
you must meet the UWA minimum English language requirements. This is the case even if 
English is your first language.

For postgraduate research students
All research students must meet the minimum English 
proficiency requirements as set down by the Board of 
the Graduate Research School. All English test results 
must normally have been obtained within the past two 
years. Higher scores are required for admission into some 
courses. For a complete listing of the English scores 
required for admission to research degrees, visit study.
uwa.edu.au/pg/english-language-requirements

For postgraduate coursework students
All coursework students must meet the minimum English 
proficiency requirements. Note that some postgraduate 
coursework degrees have higher English requirements 
than the University’s minimum.

For a complete listing of the English scores required for 
admission to coursework degrees, refer to  
study.uwa.edu.au/elc

Help with English language skills
If you would like to study at UWA but do not have the 
required level of English language proficiency, contact 
the UWA Centre for English Language Teaching for more 
information on how to improve your English to the  
required level.  
celt.uwa.edu.au
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How to apply –   
 postgraduate coursework

1. Choose your course
Choose your preferred course from this course guide 
or at uwa.edu.au/study and check that you satisfy your 
chosen course’s admission requirements.

2. Apply online
To start your application, visit uwa.edu.au/study and 
click on the ‘Login’ button on the top right-hand corner 
of the page. If it’s your first time applying to UWA, 
create a profile by selecting the ‘sign up’ tab. Once 
you’ve signed up, submit all required documentation in 
digital format. 

3. Track your application
After you've submitted your application you can track 
its progress via the UWA Apply portal. You can also 
upload any additional documents we need.

4. We’ll send you a letter of offer
We’ll send you an email to notify you of the outcome of 
your application. If your application is successful, you'll 
receive an offer letter or a conditional offer letter if more 
steps are required via email. We’re here to help

If you have any questions or need help applying 
get in touch with us at ask.uwa.edu.au

5. Accept your offer 
When you receive your offer letter email, click the 
‘accept’ button to be taken to UWA Accept, where 
you can accept your offer. Log in with the account you 
used to apply (UWA Apply portal) and you'll see your 
offer. You may be required to submit scans or clear 
photographs of any requested documents, agree to 
the terms and conditions of studying at UWA and then 
make your first payment.

6. Enrol online

You can now enrol in your course at:  
uwa.edu.au/unistart/enrol

7. Accommodation 
There are many options for quality accommodation 
close to the UWA campus. Explore a range of options, 
all located within close proximity to the campus, cafés, 
shops and the city. 
uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/accommodation
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Scholarships 
and prizes

UWA offers scholarships in a range of categories.

WE AWARD MORE THAN $6 MILLION  
WORTH OF SCHOLARSHIPS TO 

COURSEWORK STUDENTS EACH YEAR

Academic excellence
Academic Excellence scholarships 
provide financial support to students 
who have been recognised for their 
outstanding academic results. These 
scholarships are available to both 
domestic and international students 
across all study areas.

Diversity, equity and 
inclusion
Our Equity scholarships provide 
opportunities to students, new or 
current, who experience educational 
disadvantage due to a variety of 
circumstances. These scholarships 
provide outcomes that help realise 
students’ academic success.

Global experience
Our Global Experience scholarships 
provide an enriched educational 
experience for both domestic  
and international students,  
creating new and exciting 
opportunities and collaborations 
across geographic borders.

Leadership, talent and 
social impact
Our Leadership and Social Impact 
scholarships have been created 
to support talented students with 
the potential to drive change and 
become the next generation of 
influential leaders across society, 
industry, sports and academia.

Each category will include a range 
of scholarships in areas such as 
Sports Excellence, Indigenous, 
Residential, Financial Hardship, 
Educational Disadvantage and Travel, 
among others.

Eligibility varies depending on  
the scholarship, but our range 
of options provides numerous 
opportunities to apply. 

Find out more about our  
scholarships and how to apply at
uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/
explore 
or get in touch through  
ask.uwa.edu.au

$400,000 IN PRIZES 
AWARDED TO STUDENTS 
EACH YEAR
We like to recognise our 
students’ outstanding academic 
achievements. There is a range 
of prizes awarded to students in 
their relevant school, based on the 
results achieved in the previous 
academic year. Best of all, you don’t 
need to apply for the prizes unless 
specified in the prize conditions. 

Find out more 
uwa.edu.au/study/prizes 

UWA Scholarships  
and Prizes are proudly 
funded by UWA, 
government, corporate 
and private donors.
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postgraduate research
How to apply –  

1. Expression of Interest
Contact the Higher Degree by Research (HDR) support 
team to start your application – we can help you 
determine your eligibility and find a supervisor in your 
proposed research area.  
Email: applications-grs@uwa.edu.au

2. Lodge an application
The appropriate application method will be advised by 
the HDR support team*.

You'll need to provide supporting documents, including 
a summary of the proposed research that outlines:

1. background to the topic;
2. aims of the research;
3. significance of the research;
4. the methodology you'll use, and
5. a brief reference list.

*Applications for Higher Degree by Research courses are open all year 
round, except for the Master of Research and combined Doctor of 
Philosophy and Master’s courses. Applications for some scholarships 
go through a different process which includes specific deadlines. Email 
applications-grs@uwa.edu.au to enquire further. 

We’re here to help
If you have any questions or need help applying,  
email applications-grs@uwa.edu.au

3. Approval
Your application will be sent to the designated School 
for consideration, where the Graduate Research 
Coordinator in the School will evaluate research 
preparation, funding and resources for the project, 
and the availability of appropriate supervision. The 
School will then make a recommendation to the 
Graduate Research School as to whether UWA can 
provide a place in the course. The Dean of the Graduate 
Research School will consider the recommendation for 
admission.

4. Offer and Acceptance
Successful applicants will receive an offer letter that 
sets out the terms of admission. A Confirmation of 
Enrolment (COE) will be issued when you accept the 
offer, if all submitted documents are correct and the 
English Language requirements are met.

5. Accommodation 
There are many options for quality accommodation 
close to the UWA campus. Explore a range of options, 
all located within close proximity to the campus, cafés, 
shops and the city. 
uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/accommodation

The HDRhub is UWA’s new 
tool for the management 
of HDR candidates, thesis 
examination, research and 
more! Visit postgraduate.
uwa.edu.au/hdrhub
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Scholarship information is current at time of printing and subject to change.

Research Training Program stipends and 
University Postgraduate Awards (UPA) 
These aim to assist with general living costs through 
provision of an annual stipend. To be eligible for an RTP 
award, candidates must have achieved a bachelor’s degree 
with first class honours, or equivalent. To be eligible for a 
UPA, candidates must have achieved a bachelor’s degree 
with upper second class honours, or equivalent.

Hackett Postgraduate Scholarships 
Sir John Winthrop Hackett was UWA’s first Chancellor 
and a generous benefactor to the University. The Hackett 
Postgraduate Scholarships are awarded to the top-ranked 
applicants in the main domestic application round, and are 
valued at $40,000 per annum.

Forrest Research Foundation 
Postgraduate Scholarships 
Awarded to outstanding domestic and international 
students, to help them complete a PhD at a Western 
Australian university. The Forrest Scholarship package 
is valued at more than $50,000, including a stipend, 
accommodation at Forrest Hall, and a research and travel 
allowance. 

Jean Rogerson Postgraduate Research 
Scholarships 
These are awarded to highly ranked applicants in the main 
application round, and provide a stipend of $35,000 per 
annum.

Robert and Maude Gledden Postgraduate 
Scholarships 
The Gledden Postgraduate Scholarships are awarded 
for research in applied science, particularly relating to 
surveying, engineering, mining or cognate (related) 
subjects. They provide a stipend of $38,000 a year, plus 
an overseas travel allowance of up to $5,000. Gledden 
applicants must provide a 100-word outline of their 
proposed research project and its relevance to the terms of 
the Gledden Trust awards.

Indigenous postgraduate research 
supplementary scholarships 
Top-up scholarships valued at $10,000 a year may be given 
to Indigenous applicants who are awarded an Australian 
Government Research Training Program (RTP) Scholarship 
or University Postgraduate Award.

For further information on research scholarships 
available for students, visit scholarships.uwa.edu.au/
futurestudents/postgrad or email researchschools@
uwa.edu.au or applications-grs@uwa.edu.au

UWA offers a wide range of 
postgraduate research scholarships.

scholarships
Postgraduate research 
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JOIN 
UWA

APPLY ONLINE: 
 uwa.edu.au/apply

COURSEWORK SCHOLARSHIPS: 
uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/explore

STUDY AT UWA: 
uwa.edu.au/study

RESEARCH AT UWA: 
research.uwa.edu.au

RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS: 
uwa.edu.au/study/research/research-
scholarships

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS: 
celt.uwa.edu.au

ACCEPT YOUR OFFER: 
uwa.edu.au/accept

APPLY FOR A RESEARCH DEGREE 
uwa.edu.au/study/how-to-apply/
postgraduate-research

Useful links  
 and important dates

MORE 
ABOUT 

UWA

COLLEGE OF SCHOOLS: 
uwa.edu.au/schools/home

GRADUATE RESEARCH SCHOOL: 
 postgraduate.uwa.edu.au

UWA CAREERS CENTRE: 
careers.uwa.edu.au

INTERNSHIPS AT UWA: 
uwa.edu.au/education/internships-at-uwa

LIFE AT UWA: 
uwa.edu.au/study/student-life

UWA ALUMNI: 
alumni.uwa.edu.au

OUR WORLD-CLASS ACADEMICS: 
research-repository.uwa.edu.au/en/persons
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Information in this publication is believed to be correct as of July 2022. The University reserves the right to change the 
content and/or the method of presentation and/or method of assessment of any unit of study, to withdraw any unit of 
study or course which it offers, to impose limitations on enrolment in any unit/course or to vary arrangements for any 
course. Scholarships: Scholarships listed for 2022 and subject to change in 2023. Scholarship information is current at 
time of printing and subject to change. Courses: Courses listed set to run in 2022 and subject to change in 2023. Infor-
mation current at time of printing and subject to change. Course fees: Course fees are set for 2022 and are subject to 
change in 2023. Information current at time of printing and subject to change.
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GET IN 
TOUCH

ASK US A QUESTION:  
ask.uwa.edu.au

VIRTUAL CONSULTATION: 
uwa.edu.au/appointments

CLASSES EXAMS

SUMMER SCHOOL, 2022 7 JAN - 15 JAN 7 JAN - 15 JAN

TRIMESTER 1, 2022 18 JAN - 16 APR 17 APR - 24 APR

TRIMESTER 2, 2022 3 MAY - 23 JUL 24 JUL - 31 JUL

TRIMESTER 3, 2022 23 AUG - 12 NOV 13 NOV - 20 NOV

Dates are subject to change without notice and some courses have an earlier start date.  
For more information visit uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/important-dates

 ORIENTATION SEMESTER DATES EXAMS

SEMESTER 1, 2022 21 FEB – 25 FEB 28 FEB – 27 MAY  4 JUN – 17 JUN

SEMESTER 2, 2022 18 JUL – 22 JUL 25 JUL – 21 OCT 29 OCT – 12 NOV

SEMESTER 1, 2023 20 FEB - 24 FEB 27 FEB - 26 MAY 3 JUN - 18 JUN

SEMESTER 2, 2023 17 JUL - 21 JUL 24 JUL - 20 OCT 28 OCT - 12 NOV
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Get in touch 

Stay up-to-date 
with UWA

Stay connected 

CALL US 
131 UWA (131 892) 

CHAT ONLINE 
uwa.edu.au/study
Mon–Fri 12.00pm–4.00pm 
(AWST)

ASK US A QUESTION 
ask.uwa.edu.au 

VIRTUAL CONSULT 
uwa.edu.au/appointments

VISIT US 
Student Central,  
The University of Western Australia
35 Stirling Hwy, Perth

  UWA Plus 
Update, upskill or reskill. Our micro-credentials are professional 
short courses designed to fit into your lifestyle, with the 
flexibility to pick and choose what works for you.

uwa.edu.au/study/uwa-plus

The information in this publication is current as at July 2022 and is subject to change.  
You can find updated information on our website at uwa.edu.au/study
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